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FIT.JAL REPORT OF :fv1Il-JE EXPLOSION 
· NO. 3 MINE, CHRISTOPHER COAL C OivIPANY 

OSAGE, J\10NONGALIA COUNTY, vv~ VA.· 
:MAY 12, l'i:142 

By Iv'I. J. Ankeny, J. V✓• Pero, R. V✓• Stahl, and A. K. Bloom 

lliTRODUCTION 

A gas and dust explosion occurred in -t"le No. 3 mine of the Christopher 
Coal Company at about 2:25 p.m. on May 12, 1942. 

There were 117 men in the working sections of the n1ine at the time of 
the explosion and 10'7 men were on an inbound mantrip about 3,000 feet from 
the mine portal. · · · · · · · · · · 

The explosion was local in character, having been confined almost 
entirely to the portion of the mine in which it .originated.'· Fifty-six men were 
killed in the explosion. Of this. number,. 53 .men were killed in the explosion 
area by violence, burns, and aiterdamp, .and three others were killed by 
afterdamp outside of the explosion area, along the main haulage road. 

Some of the survivors working in an unaffected portion of the mine 
made an effort to errect a barricade. but this effort was abandoned and the 
survivors reached the fresh air by traveling the return air courses parallel 
to the left of the main haulage road. 

The explosion was caused by the ignition of a body of methane by means 
of an electric .arc inside the cont actor. box of. a cutting machine and was 
propagated throughout the affected portion of the mine by gas and coal dust. 

The Pittsburgh office of the Bureau of Mines received a report of the 
explosion at 3:-45 p.m., Iv1ay 12, 1 £42. A F~deral mine inspector, located at 
Morgantown, VJ. Va., vvas immediately reached by telephone and directed to 
investigate and to advise the Pittsburgh office as· soon as he had obtained 
confirmation of the repo:rt. V✓hen this inspector reported back that there 
had been an explosion of undetermined extent, a crew of engineers and in- . 
specters, from the Pittsburgh station of the Bureau of Mines, were immediately 
ordered to the scene of the disaster by Mr. J. J. Forbes, Chief of the Coal 
Mine Inspection Division. 

The first Federal inspector to reach the scene was j\/fr. A. K. Bloom 
of Morgantown, VJ. Va., who arrived at the mine at 5: 15 p.m. and entered 
shortly thereafter in company with.State _mine inspectors P. J. lv1cGraw and 
lv1. G. Debbie. Ivir. F. S. Griffith, of the Bui-·eau of Mines, arrived at the 
mine at o:30 p.m. and the party from Pittsburgh, consisting of Messrs. J. vV. 
Pero, R. VJ. Stahl, and W. VJ. Kessler, arrived at 7:30 p.m. Messrs. H.H. Kazc-, 



and J. R. Dukes, also of the Bureau of TVIines, arrived at 8:30 p.m. with 
the Bureau of Mines mine-rescue truck. Another Federal inspector from 
Fairmont, W. Va., arrived at 6:00 p.m. 

These Bureau of }Aines representatives participated actively in the 
recovery operations underground and in perfecting a surface organization 
to supplement the underground work. Close cooperation existed between the 
representatives of the Federal Bureau of :Niines and the West Virginia 
Department of Mines in directing the recovery operations. Federal in
spectors, together with State inspectors, remained on duty at the mine until 
12:00 m, May 23, when the_ last body was brought out of the mine. 

GENERAL IN"FORMATION 

Location and Operating Officials 

The No. 3 mine of the Christopher Coal Company is located at Osage, 
Monongalia County, W. Va., on the Scotts Run branch of the Monongahela 
Railroad. This mine is affiliated with the No. 2 mine, Christopher lv1ining 
Corporation, Maidsville, W. Va.; the Brock No. 4 mine, Brock Incorporated, 
Cassville, W. Va.; the National No. 5 mine, Christopher-National Mining 
Company, Flickersville, W ~ Va.; and the Lincoln Jviine, Christopher Mining 
Company of Pennsylvania; Lincoln Hill, Pa4 

The officials of the company are: 

Frank E. Christopher 
Lee Christopher 
James M. Hill 
Edward H. O'Neil 
C. P. Pride 
Howard Feathers 

President 
Vice President 
Chief Engineer 
Mine Superintendent 
Safety Director 
Mine Foreman 

Employees and Production 

Morgantown, W. Va. 
1'):organtown, W. Va. 
Morgantown, W. Va. 
Osage, W. Va. 
Morgantown, W. Ve... 
Osage, W. Va. 

Four hundred and fifty-se·vcu diCli ""'-'• v ..., ... .a.1:-':'-'.Y'-'__: a~~.~~ 1.ui.uc. -=-~ 
this number, 119 were employed at tlle surface plant and 338 were employed 
underground. 

The underground empioyees were divided by shifts as follows: day 
shift, 124; afternoon shift, 107; night shift, 107. The a-.:ie·rage daily production 
was 5,000 tons, with a maximum daily production of 5,800 tons. The total 
production for· the yea~ 1941 was 1;289,698 tons of .. coal. 

. Openings 

The mine is opened by a single drift entry,_ driven through the old 
workings of the Osage mine of the Brady-V!arner Coal ·company, and by two 
air shafts. 



The first shait, which serves as an intake airway and escapeway, is 
located about 5,700 feet from the mine portal. This shait is a circular 
opening, 12 feet in diameter and 144 feet deep, partial1y lined with concrete, 
and is provided with a steel ladder having circular, steel back guards. 

The second shaft, which serves as an upcast airway, is .located 9,500 
feet from the porta.l and abo1...t G, 700 feet from the innermost active workings. 
This is a single-compartlnent, concrete-lined, circular shait, 12 feet in 
diameter and 278 feet deep. 

Nature of the Coal Bed 

The mine is develooed in the. Pittsburgh. coal bed, having an average 
thickness of 95 inches in tl:is local°iti7"... · · · · · · 

A bench of about 75 inches cf the coal is mined. and a layer of head 
coal, of inferior quality, from 18 to -24 inches thick, is left in place to form 
therocl. · · · 

The coal is of bituminous.rank, of bright appearance, hard in structure, 
and has pronounced ·face- and butt-cleavage planes.· This coal bed contains 
the ~haracteristic bands of bony coal usually found in the Pittsburgh bed. 
The coal is underlain by a- bed. of hard sb~_e_. · 

Above the head coal is a layer of draw slate, ranging in thiclmess from 
12 to 36 inches; and this draw slate,• together with the head coal, forms the 
immediate roof of the mine.· Above _the draw slate is a .layer of gray, sandy 
shale (about 40 feet in thiclmess) and from this,· up to the Sewickley coal bed, 
a distance of about 70 to 90 feet, are numerous layers of li1nestone and shale. 

The cover over the coal ranges:from Oto_ )=1boµt 350 feet. 

Analysis of Coal 

A face samoie·- of coal was collected by the Bureau of Mines in the 
nearby Eureka 1nine, onerated in-the same coal bed, on October 17, 1924, and 
this was analyzed in the coal laborat.ory of the Bureau of Mines at Pittsburgh, 
Pa. The coal, which is representative of the Pittsburgh coal bed in this. 
locality, contained .8 percent moisture, 37 .3 percent volatile matter, 52.5 per
cent fixed carbon, 9.4 percent ash, and 3.1 percent sulfur. 

The ratio of the volatile matter to total comb1,1.stible matter of the coal, 
expressed by the formula 

volatile matte·r 
volatile r.c:atter + fixed carbon 
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is an index to the explosibility of the coal. This ratio is: 

37.3 - 0 42 37 3 I 2 I - • • + D .D 

Bureau of Mines tests and experiments have shown that coal dust 
having a volatile matter to total combustible matter ratio in excess of 0.12 
is explosive. The explosibility of coal dust increases as this ratio increases. 
It is obvious, therefore, that the coal dust in this mine is highly explosive 
and would readily propagate an explosion. 

UNDERGROUND MINING METHODS, CONDITIONS, Af:JD EQUIP:NIENT 

Methods of Mining 

The haulage tunnel is connected to the surface by two short drifts. 
The short drifts converge about 100 feet inby the portals to form the one 
main tunnel. This tUTu.--iel was driven through the old pillars and gob areas 
of the Osage mine to the property line of. the present mining area. 

When the haulage tunnel reached the solid coal at the extreme inby edge 
of the Osage mine, a series of 16 main entries was driven in a westerly 
direction to the property .line. The 16 main entries were developed in sets 
of :f0ur, with a barrier pillar between each set. The barriers are continuous, 
except for haulageway openings at about 550-foot intervals. 

The limited number of openings through the separating barriers 
facilitates isolation of the entries for ventilation purposes. 

Flat entries are driven from the main entries at irregular intervals. 
The flat entries are driven rour abreast on 80-foot centers. The uc.;..L1.·.i.c.1. 

between the two center entries is cut through at 180-foot intervals. 

Producing entries are turned from the flat entries and are driven to 
the pillared areas of the adjacent flat entries. Each section consists of a 
set of four entries driven on 90-foot centers. A 76-foot barrier is left 
between each section. Crosscuts are turned at 60 degrees and driven on 
80-foot centers between all four entries in each section. All entries and 
crosscuts are driven about 15 feet wide. 

Each section, or set of four entries, provides working places for a 
complete mechanical unit, including a cutting ms.chine, loading machine, 
drill, and locomotive. Usually four to six working places c:.re maintained in 
each section. Each section comprises an independent unit which is super
vised by a face boss or section foreman. 



When the section is developed to the adjacent gob area, pillar ex
traction is started immediately and the barrier between the entries of each 
section is recovered on the retreat. The pillars are recovered by the split
and-fender method. The fenders are recovered w..less the roof becomes too 
heavy for safe extraction. 

Where pillar bre.~ks are maintained along a definite line, excess roof 
pressure is not presumably encountered. At the present time, however, the 
main entry section, inby 3 left, shovJS considerable weight because a definite 
fracture line has not been maintained. 

In the 1-1/2 right area, which involves three working sections at the 
present time, the No. 3 section is lagging behind the No. 2 section and a 
definite break line is not maintained. A plan whereby all development and 
pillar extraction is controlled is not in use at the mine. The advance and 
retreat of the panels ·is contro.lled by. local supervision and no periodic check 
is made to determine the progress of the mining operations. 

The maintenance of a defiriite fracture line also has a decided beariJ1g 
on the control of gas from the proper ventilation of gob areas adjoining the 
active working places. Where one section lags behind, as in the case of 
No. 3 section, 1-1/2.r'ight area, the air current cannot be properly coursed 
along the pillar line but must be qeflected into working places in its travel 
from one section to the other. 

The coal is top cut, undercut, and .sheared on both sides in the main 
entrie·s, leaving a near.ly rectarigular. entry. In flat entries, panel entries, 
and crosscuts the coal is undercut twice; forming a wedge-shaped kerf about 
14 lnc11t::.::.i 11le)i. d,~ w.11:: £runt cu1u. 7 inches at iiH: ua.1..:A ui i11t:: l,;UL. A~i.. 1..:__., .. "~•-o 
is done with Sullivan and Jeffrey Universal, track-mounted mining machines. 

.. • .. w .. • - • • ,.. 

--••- ,_....,,._,..,. ...,....., -_..L....,.,\o.J,....._ "'"•t....o..L JC•.£...1..,...;.,j J..L~J..&.U-J.J.C.J.\.4 U.J....L.J..J.lr.:J V\/J..l..J.l.,..,.1,.J. J.Cl...,,CJ..VC }i\...'VV'-'• J....1.'--'••• 

the power cabl_es of 'the cutting machines. Four holes are. used to blast each 
cut of coal,' three holes are placed riear the top and one hole about 2 feet below 
the center top hole •. The bottom pole is _blasted first and ·serves as a breaker 
shot. · · · 

'"rhp mi11P ;~ f"0mn1Ptr.:>lv mPr.h8ni'7.P.n ~nrl ~11 r.0al is loaded by Goodman 
loading machin~~-. 

The strata _over.laying the bed is characteristic of. the geologic forma
tions in this vicinity. Frorri 12 to 24 inches of coal is left in place to support 
the overly_ip.g draw slate. · Imm~diately above th·e coal be·d th~_:re is from 12 
to 36 inches of draw slate,· which contains a thin coai bed inchision in most 
sections of the mine. Th~ draw slate is oyerl~in by low qual~ty limestone. 
The mine floor is compos~d of hard shale, ·which appa~ently is not affected 
by moisture and presents. a s·mooth surface 'when exposed~ '.. 
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Entries and crosscuts are generally timbered with wooden crossbars, 
supported by wooden posts. The roof is well supported except at intersections. 
The crossbars are placed at intervals of from 3 to 5 feet. 

A continuous clearance of 30 inches is not maintained on the walkway 
side of entries and this is· especially true along the. main haulageway where 
the clearance ranges from 3 to more than 30 inches. 

Shelter holes are not maintained at regular intervals along the haulage -
ways. Some of the shelter ho.les· ·are obstructed with timber and refuse. 

· Ventilation and Gas 

This mine is ventilated by a 7-foot Jeffrey Aerodyne fan, exhausting 
about 135,880 cubic feet of air per minute against a water-gage pressure of 
2.2 inches. 

The fan is connected t() the airshaft by a st~el duct. The fan housing 
and motor house are constructed of sheet steel. The fan is offset about 10 
feet from the shaft. A weak wali or pressure-relief door has been incorporated 
in the fan duct but is not effective because stee.l bolts are used to fasten the . . . . . . . 

wall in place. 

The fan is not readily reversible and there is. no separate source of · · 
power provided. ·A spare motor is kept in a shop some distance .. from the inine. 
Power is supplied direct from a nearby substation and the fan circuit_ is . 
independent of the mine circuit. · 

No warning device has be~n installed ·to indic?,t~ when or .if the fan. 
slows down or stops. The fan is not constantly attended. · 

A map of the mine, included in this report in appendix "A," has in
dicated on it by arrows the direction of the air through the mine, prior to the 
explosion. The intake air enters the mirie through the main haulage tunnel 
and the intake airshaft, then is conducted through th_e eight center entries to 
L'i.e working sections. The return air from the right side of the mii1e is 
conducted to the return shaft through the four extreme right entries, while_ 
the return from the left side is coursed through the four extreme left entries· 
to the upcast shaft. 

9013 

The entire mine is ventilated by sLx air splits as follows: 

No. 1 split ventilates ·N~s. 1, · 2, and 3 sections; _i-1/2 right. 
No. 2_split ventilates face of 1-1/2 right and pump.· · 
No·~ 3 split ventilates main ~ntries and pump near ·face of main· 

entries. . . · . . _ . · · · 
No~ 4 split ventilates·inby portion of 3;left area. 

· No~ 5 split ventilates outby porti.on of 3 left area. · 
No. 6 split ventilates 2 left area. · 
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The intake air entering the .. -.:i.~.i..ue tl1l' ough the llaulageway and the 
intake shaft passes through abandoned ~orkings before entering the intake 
airways in the new development. ' · 

The main intake air current is split at 1-1/ 2 right, where approximately 
half of the total volume enters the 1-1/ 2 right section; and the remaining 
portion is conducted inby, then split, With one·portion being coursed through 
2 left and the remaind1.:;r· conducted to 3 left where a portion ventilates the 
main entries and a pump. This split returns over the 1-1/2 right overcast. 

Another split is conducted into 3 left, where the volume is again split, 
with one part ventilating the outby workings of 3 left and the other ventilating 
the inby portions of 3 left. The return from 3 left joins the return from 2 
left and is coursed through the main return to the upcast shaft . 

. . The air entering 1-.1/2 right. area is split at No. 3 left and one portion 
is coursed through No. 3 section; thence through No. 2 and No. 1 sections 
and joins the return from the main entries at the 1-1/2 right overcast. The 
remainder of the air is coursed through the face area. of 1-1/ 2 right and is 
returned, through the right parallels of 1-1/2 right, to the main return airways. 
The return air from the three sections and from the main entries passes 
vvc.1.: i.11c: vvc.c~a.,::,i. d.nd joins the return air from tl1e face area of 1-1/ 2 right 
and the entire volume ·is conducted to the upcast shaft~ 

The intake air entering the 1-1/2 right area, where the explosion oc
curred, is conducted by means of concrete-block stoppings to the working 
sections. The concrete-block stoppings are built between the haulageway and 
the right parallel airways from the intersection of the main return airways 
and 1-1/2 right haulageway to a point just inby No. 4 section. From this 
point to the pump on 1-1/2 right, wooden and brattice-cloth stoppings are 
used to course the air current. · 

Single doors are, installed at the entrance to each section, except the 
No. 1 section, where two doors were required because an entry was turned 
left from the No. 1 section haulageway. · This condition necessitated the 
building of a door in the left entry and one in the haulage road just inby this 
intersection. These doors did not form an air lock. 

The air is coursed through the worldng sections by means of wooden 
stoppings; wooden doors, erected singly; and brattice-cloth stoppings and 
curtains. Incombustible stoppings were not used in the working sections off 
1-1/ 2 right. 

Regulators are constructed of wood and concrete blocks. A sliding 
wooden door is placed in a concrete-block stopping. The sliding door may 
be readily adjusted to permit the passage of the desired quantity of air. 
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Overcasts are c_onstructed with ·concrete-block walls and combination 
wood-steel-and-cement mortar tops. Steel rails are placed across the walls 
and the space between the web of the rails is filled with wooden blocks. The 
space from the top of the wqoden blocks to the top of the rail is filled with 
cement mortar and all cracks and crevices are· plastered. 

The door at the entrance to the No~ 3 section is left open and the main 
air volume is split at this point, one· part·en~ering 3 .left and the other portion 
ventilating the pump on 1-1/2 right. The air is conducted to the faces of 
No. 3 section, through the working place$, and then to the No. 2 section. The 
air is then coursed through No. 2 section along the pillar line to No. 1 section. 
After being coursed through the active worldng places in the No. l section, 
the return air is conducted to th~ main return airways and then to the upcast 
shaft. . . . 

Since only single doors are erected at the entrance to each section, 
anytime a door is left. open the air current 'is short-circuited and all sections 
inby" the door receive no ventilation. If the d6or at No. 2 section were .left 
open, No. 3 section would receive n9 afr~ Similarly~ if the door on the main 
haulage road of the No. 1 section were. left open, the air would be short
circuited from Nos. 2 and 3 sections but the No. 1 section would be ventilated. 
If the door in the left entry of the No·~ i section were .left open; the air would 

. be completely short-circuited from all three sections and would short-circuit 
directly to the main return airways. 

Doors are equipped with latches.for holding them open and evidence 
gathered during the investigation indicates that the door on the straight entry 
of the No. 1 section was open when the explosion occurred. 

The mine is rated as ,gassy__ by the West Virginia Department of Mines. 
Ftre bosses ~re not employed. The assistant foreman make a fire-boss 
examination of the entire mine each Sunday, just before the midnight shift 
enters the mine. The mine is operated triple shift, 6 days per week. The 
beginning of the work week is Sunday at midnight and the end of the week is 
Saturday at midnight. During the week, the assistant mine foreman in each 
area examines all working places in his area, near the end of his shift, . 

. reports the result of his examination to the ·succeeding assistant foreman 
and records his findings in a report book. The report books are kept in the 
foremen's stations on the working areas.· The mine foreman reads and 
countersigns each report book daily. · · · 

It is reported by the management that frequent tests for gas are made 
along the pillar lines in working places and on top of pillar falls by mine 
officials and inspectors and that no accumulations of gas on the 1-1/ 2 right 
pillar line have ever been reported. It was reported that explosive gas had 
been detected several times in the adjacent worked-out area, to which the 
explosion area is connected. 
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Explosive gas was· detected on pillar falls in the affected area during 
the investigation and concentrations of explosive gas were found 300 feet 
outby the face of the extreme left entry of No. 3 section while the recovery 
operations were in progress. This was prior· to the restoration of normal 
ventilation and about 72 holl!s after the explosion. 

Air sample-s, taken during the investigation and after normal ventilation 
was restored, are shown i:ri' tab.re 1. The sampling locations are shown on 
the map of the mine, append.ix- "A." 

Samples Nos. 900, 899, and 895; taken at the· fan soon after the explosion 
on May 12; contained 0.15, 0.08, and 0.09 percent methane respectively. 

,The carbon-mono:dde content of these samples ranged.from 0.07 to 0.14 
percent. · These samples 'contained less methane than those taken by the 
company safety director <luring the ·normal operation of the mine. The normal 
methane content of the main· ·returns, as reported by the company on May 8, 
was 0.20 and 0.25 percent respectively. 

· · ' .. s·ample }Jo. 9·9i was taken on May 15, on ·a pillar fall in a cut-through 
in the barrier pillar between No. 2 and No. 3 sections. This place had been 
cut through to the caved area of the No. 2 section,- as the No; 3 section was 
developed. The·-analysis shows•·that explosive concentrations of gas (5.54 
percent) were present on_ the_ edge of the pillar falls at this time. 

The analyses of samples of-the return air splits from the explosion 
area, taken on May 20 while the mine-was still idle., show the presence. of 
0.12 percent of_ m~thane in the air' currents in· both splits. A total of 46,656 

, cubic feet of tn~thaiie was· being liberated every 24 hours from the workir..g 
.. places and adjacent pillar 'falls in the three se_cticins of 1-1/2 right at that 

time.·· Another sample of return air fro1n the face-regions· of the 1-1/2 right 
area, taken near ·the- regulator, -shows that 25,523 cubic feet of methane is 

·· uberatedfrom this te.mpbrarily abandoned area inby the No;• 3 section every 
24 hours. These samples and air volumes .were taken during the investigation, 
while the mine was idle. These data substantiate the evidence previously 

I • ~ • I 1 • • ,. "I 

o_.,. .... _ _,_ ---~ ----•- 4 _,, __ _. ___ u .............. __ ,..,,,..__-v __ __,,._ .._._ o ....... - ........ ,._;--• <.:>'-'"-' ~- ----• 

Numerous tests of face areas were made with a W -8, permissible 
methane detector during the investigation and only small percentages (0.05 
to 0.10 percent) of explosive gas were found. This indicates that the greater 
part of the explosive gas present in the return air currents is being liber2.ted 
from the pillar falls and gob areas. 

Sainp.les of return air from splits in me affected area and o:i u1t:; ma: .. r1 
returns at the bottom of the upcast shaft were taken on Tuesday, t1ay 26, l942, 
after the mine had resumed operations and worked four shifts. These samples 
are considered representative of the normal mine atmosphere, since the ~'1.e 
·had resumed operations 26 hours previous to the tir.ae that the samples were 
collected. 



Sample No. 604, taken near the gob area in the No. 1 section of 1-1/2 
right, shows 0.31 percent methane in 5,580 cubic feet of air per minute. 
This sample provides additional evidence that gas is being liberated from 
pillar fills and gob areas in the explosion area. 

Sample No. 1,000 was taken in the last open crosscut, where the total 
volume of return air from Nos. 1, 2, and 3 sections, 1-1/ 2 right, passes on 
its way to the main return airways .. This sample contained 0.09 percent 
methane in 33,465 cubic feet of air per minute. This furth:er supports the 
belief that the major portion of the gas liberated in this section comes frorn 
gob areas and pillar falls. 

Sample No. 995, taken near the ove:rcast, representative of all of the 
return air fron1 the left side. of the 1-l/ 2 right area, plus the return from 
the 2 and 3 right areas, contai11ed 0.31 percent of methane in 54,808 cubic 
feet of air per minute; accordingly these areas were liberating 244,663 cubic 
feet of methane every 24 hours. 

A sample: (No. 9'99) taken at the regulator of 1-1/2 right, shows 0.21 
percent methane in 8,255 cubic feet of air per minute. Since there are no 
active working places in th1s area, the methane must have been liberated 
from soEd coal and gob areas near the face of 1-1/ 2 right. 

Duplicate samples taken near the bottom of the return shaft show that 
the right side of the mine.'"contai."led 0.31 percent methane in 75,400 cubic 
feet of air per minute, or that 336,-585.6 cubic feet of methane was liberated 
every 24 hours; and the,left side -of,the mine contained 0.18 percent of metl1ane 
in 60,480 cubic feet of air.per minute; or 156,764 cubis feet cf methane every 24 
hours. The entire mine,. therefore, was liberating 498,778 cubic feet of 
meti1ane t;;;Ve1·y Z4 huu.1··s. IL is Cvii.Ch.idc(: f:;: c:i.:,. -t!:~:::;c &.:i. .. ~lj-·:::;c.:::; t..':~: :::::;l::::::.·:: 
gas is being liberated in large quantities and that a dangerous condition 
could result .should the ventilJ.tion be short-circuited, or otherwise inter
rupted, even for a short period of. time. 

' -
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Bot-
tlc 
No. Date 
900 5 12 4~ 
899 do. 
895 do. 
99?. 5/15/4; 

602 l5/20/4c 

603 15/20/4~ 

604 5/26/4~: 

995 do. 

ggq I do. 

1000 do. 

(~01 do. 

bOU do. 
608 do. 

998 I do. I 
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TABLE 1. - Ar.. ,.lyses of 1ir samples collected in No. 3 mine 
Chri~ l~opher Coal Company 

0sr. :e. Monon;- 1.lla C01.,1.nty 2 West Virginj a 

Location j_ri mlne 
Return eJr at f m----

do. 
do. 

Sta. 4159 + 60 ·t. 
(on pillar fa1 _) 

Return left sid; 1-1/2 rt 
s0ction off No l he2.diL 
No. 1 section· 

Return rt. side J -·1/2 rt. 
section at r0c tlator 

Gob return from 1 -~ 2, 3, 
section 1-1/2 ·lght, 30 
ft. left at st~. 4037 

. Return 1, 2, 3., s ;cttons 
1-1/2 rt·., 2 r :. and 3 r 

I
. at overcast, 3) ft. inb:i· 

Stat::.i..on 1298 
· Return.- richt si le l -1 /2 r 

at regulator 
Ht1turn 1:12 :i 3 se :tlons 1-J. 
rt. in crosscu: 15 ft. t 
left of Statio 1 4021 

Return rt. ~-.1 de of m:i_ne, J 
1't. from bottom oi shaft 

do. 
Return left sid~ of mine 

60 ft. from be tom of 
shaft 

do. 

Percent 
Car- Car-
bon bon 
dime-. O~J- monox- Meth-
ide gun id8 anc 
0.30 20. ~:3 0 .14 0.15 
0.23 20.47 0.10 0,08 
0.17 20.51 0.07 0.09 
0.52 18.19 5.54 

. 0.14 20.5? 0.12 
.'., 

0.16 20.65 0.12 

0.19 20.45 0.31 

0.18 20.44 0.31 
C . 

s 0.09 20.59 . 0. 21 

'2 0 .13 20.59 0.09 
) 

i 0. 21 20.41 0.31 

0.2l 20. 3'/ 0. 32 
0.15 20.37 0.18 

0.16 20.41 0.18 

- 11 -

1 Cub~.c -. feet·· 
nir 

Nitro- per 
gE:;n minute 

79.11 
79.08 
79 .12 
?5.75 

79 .17 2'7 9 000 

79.07 14) 77·0 

79.05 5,580 

79.07 54,808 

79.11 8,255 

79 .19 33,465 

79.07 75,400 

'79 .10 75,400 
79.30 60,480 

79.25 60,480 

_Cubic 
feet 
methane 
in 
2L1 hours 

46,650 

25,522.56 

24,909.12 

244,662.91 

24,963 .1~~ 

43,370.64 

336,585.6 

34?,443.? 
156,764..16 

156,764.16 

i 



Haulage 

The track gage is 42 inches and 85-pound rails, braze-welded at the 
rail joints, are used on main and secondary haulage.. Forty-pound rails are 
used in the rooms and entries in the face regions. 

Proper clearance is not maintained along the haulage road in the old 
section of the mine, where the clearance varies from 3 to 24 inches. In the 
new development, clearance of at least 24 inches is maintained on the wide 
side of al.l entries and at .least 18 inches on the trolley-wire side. Shelter 
hoies are provided, by means cf crosscuts driven at 78-foot intervals alorig 
the haulage-ways and entries, but material and supp.lies were stored in these 
crosscuts generally throughout the mine. 

Steel mine cars of 10-ton capacity, equipped with automatic coup.lings 
and closed floors and ends, are used. 

Electric trolley locomotives, of 10-, 13-, and 15-ton capacity, provide 
motive power on the main haulageway; and 4-, 6-, and 8-ton combination 
cable-reel-and-trolley locomotives are used for gathering. 

All main haulage is on intake air. 

Trolley wires are provided with rubber guards at locations where men 
are required to work or pass under them. 

IVIine cars have automatic couplings and are not provided with bumpers. 
Transportation men ride on a demountable seat attached to the rear end of 
trips, or on stirrups attached to the rear end of the cars, immediately over 
the automatic coupling. 

Haulage is controlled by a dispatcher. The dispatcher station is located 
underground near t.½.e working areas. 

Lignting 

Incandescent electric lights provide illumination at run-away latches, 
dispatcher and foremen's underground offices, junctions, and storage tracks. 
These lights are attached to the trolley wire and are not guarded or fused. 
Portable electric lights, of the Ceag type and 14 in n11mber, are used for trip 
lights. 

Ten Koehler and twenty Wolf permissible flame safety lamps are used 
by the foremen and facebosses for gas-testing purposes. Three hundred 
and forty permissible, IVIode.l "p" Edison electric cap lamps are used by 
all underground employees for illumination. 
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Machinery Underground 

All underground· e1ectr_ical equipme.nt is operated on 275 volts direct 
current. The power is purchased from the vVesf Penn Power Company at 
2,300 volts alternating current and is transformed and converted to 275 volts 
direct current for use in the mine. Three substations, located at convenient 
places on the surface, are used to convert the alternating current to direct 
current. The power cables, not enclosec;l in conduit, are taken into the mine 
through bor8holes. The "live" cables are insulated but the return cables 
are bare. Both circuits are enclosed in the borehole casing. The power 
cables are led through a knife-blade switch to the feeder cables and the 

· return circuit is welded to the track near the bottom of the borehole. 

The coal-cutting equiprr~ent ccnsists of two 2S-U Jeffrey Universal, 
track-mounted and five 7-A-U Suilivan Universal track-mounted, permis
sible cutting machines. The cutting-Hiachine trailing cables are connected 
to the power source by fused nlps and to the return circuit by hook nips. 
A continuous return circuit is maintained and is connected tc the track at 
intervals. The connection is usually made by fastening the cable to the rail 
with a track spike or by other nails driven into the tie to hold the "vire 
against the rail. These connections are not usually securG and arcing is 
evident at the loose return connections. 

The mining equipment in the explosion area was examined carefully, 
during the investigation, by Mr.· G. F. Newman, Associate. Coal Mine 
Inspector of the Coal Mine Inspection Division of the Bureau of Mines. The 
following nonpermissible conditions were observed on equipment in the 
affected area: · 

Sullivan 7-AU mining machine (Company No. 6) located in crosscut off 
No. 2 entry, No. 1 section, 1-1/2 right: 

1. An oversize (400 amperes) fuse in trailing cable nip. 
2. Two headlight covers not locked or sealed. 

· 3. One cap screw missing from resistor box cover. 

Sullivan 7-AU mihing machine (Compariy No. 8) located in No. 2 section 
1-1/ 2 right: 

1. An oversize (400 a.) fuse in trailing c~ble nip. 
2. Headlight covers not sealed or locked. 
3. Two cap screws missing from contactcr box cover. 
4. Eight cap screv,s missing frmn re:sistor box cover. 

Sullivan 7-AU mining machine (Company No. 5) lccated in No. 3 section, 
1-1/ 2 right: . . . 

1. Three cap screws missing from contactor 1::Jx cover. 
2. Control circuit in contactor box bridged \Vit.::. wire. 
3. Reset lever removed from contactor box, le2.vL'l.g an opening 

into the box. A cable was led from the remote-contr·.:-l buttons across the 



top of the machine, through the opening in the contactor box to the control 
circuit. This opening was sufficiently large to permit flame to escape from 
the contactor box. 

4. Two cables inside the contactor box (a resistor lead, and shunt 
and series field lead) had contacted and caused ·a short-circuit. The insula
tion was burned from bot.1. leads for a distance of 3 inches. The cables 
showed evidence of intense heat and burning at the exposed are~. 

The wiring within the contactor box had evidently ignited at son1e 
previous time and there was evidence that rock dust' had been used in ex
tinguishing the fire. The contactors and inside of the case were coated with 
rock dust. A sample of coal dust, taken from the box, contained numerous 
particles of coke. ·· 

Coal-loading equipment consists of six Goodman~460 and DNO Goodman-
360, track-mounted, permissible-type loading machines.. The trailing cables 
of the loading machines are connected to the trolley circuit by fused nips 
and to the return circuit by hooked nips. 

A careful examination of the loading machines by 1VIr. C. F. Newman, 
revealed the following nonperrDissible conditions:_ 

Goodman-460 loading machine (Company No. 8) located in No. 1 section, 
_ 1-1/2 right: 

1. Trailing cable not provided with fused nip. 
2. Headlight covers not sealed or locked. 
3. Broken lens on light on right side of discharge conveyor. 
4. Screw-type inspection covers missing from discharge conveyor 

5. Contactor box not locked. 
6. Discharge-conveyor controller box not locked. 
7. Headlight circuit fuses removed and circuit bridged with No. 14 

copper wire. 
8. Fuses remov:,~d from discharge-conv~yor motor circuit and 

terminals connected. · · 
9. Main control circuit in the contactor box bridged with No. 14 copper 

wire. 
10. Cap screw broken in cover of switch bcx. 

Goodman .loading machine (Company No. 6) located in No. 2 section 
1-1/2 right: 

1. Headlight covers not locked or sealed. 
2. Protecting hose removed from headlight circuit on left side of 

machine. 
3. Pe.eking glands missing from both headlights on discharge conveyor. 
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4. Two cap screws rnissing from resistor box cover of 4 hp. motor. 
5. Inspection cover plates missing from discharge-conveyor ::.nGt:--r 
6. Lock missing from the 4 hp. motor controller box. 
7. fuses had been removed f:roP-1 the main control circuit and the 

terminals of the leads conn.ected together. 
8. Headlight circuit bridged with No. 14 copper wire. 
9. Three cap screws missing from the switch~box cover 

10. Fuse in trailing cable was bridged. 

Goodman loading machine (Company No. 7) located in No. 3 section: 

1. Headlight ,::~over missing from the headlight on the right side of 
discharge conveyor. 

2. Packing gland missing from same lrnadlight. 
3. J\1ain motcr contactor box not locked. 
4. Discharge conveyor controlled box not locked. 
5. An oversize (400 a.) fuse used in cable nip. 

The coal drilling equipment consists of eight A-7 Jeffrey hand-held 
drills. The drills are connected to the power and return circuit of the 
mining machines inside the contactor box in such a manner that power is 
transmitted to the drill motor when the trailing-cable nips of the mac;,.ci,._-:: 
are attached to the povJer circuit. The only power control switch in connection 
wit.11 the drill assembly is the drill operc3:ting· switch. 

Two drills were examined by :i\1:r. G. F. Newman and t.he· following 
nonperr.nissible conditions observed: 

Jeffrey A-7 hand-held coal drill, located in 1'1'o. 1 section 1-J/ 2 rig-l-1t: 

1. :tv'Iotor and switch-cover plates were not sealed. 
2. The fuse on the drill motor was bridged. 
3. The switch housing 1,vas broken and had been patched. 

Jeffrey A-7 hand-held coal drill, located in No. 2 section, 1-1/2 rig-nt: 

1. The fuse on the drill motor was bridged with No. 14 copper wire. 
2. The motor and switch-cover plates were n·ot sealed. 

The Jeffrey A-7, hand-held drill used in t.11e No. 3 section, was sent 
to the Bureau of Mines l2boratory at Pittsburgh for ignition test in explr"::;~~.re 
atmospheres. Vlhen the drill was checked before the test, it was found that 
the sv.-itch had been shw1ted out and a hole had been burned through the si::le 
of the switch housing. 'JV hen the drill was operated in an explosive mixtu:e 
of gas at the laboratory, it did not ignite gas. Eleven separate tests were 
made at the laboratory and, although f.lame was observed issuing from th:: 
aperture in the cover, gas was not ignited. This does not prove, however, 
that gas could not be ignited by this drill or any other drill in a similar r..Jn
lJermissible condition. 
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The pumping. equipment consists of four centrifugal and one plunger
type pumps. The pmnps are generally installed along the entries in intake 
air, although the intake air passes abandoned areas before reaching the 
pump installations. 

It was observed that the Scranton, 1,000 g.p.m., 80-foot head, cen
trifugal pump, located on the main ent-·y near the £a,ce of 1-1/2 right entry, 
was operated by an open-type, direct current, electric motor, and an open
type contactor starter. The power circuit leading to the pump motor was 
bridged \vith wire and the starting resistance was bridged through coils sus
pended on a wooden post :iear the starter assembly. The switch and starter 
boxes are not kept closed. Insulating mats are not provided at the pmnp · 
contrcl switches. 

Trolley wires are installed in the crosscuts of the working sections 
and are usually terminated just outby the last open cut-throughs. The ends 
of the trolley wires are secured by insulated turnbuckles but are not g'larded. 

Trailing cables ·of mining and loading 1nachines are connected to. the 
trolley wire by fused nips; usually just outby the last open cut-through. 
Oversize fuses are generally used in the nips. 

Trolley wires are suspended from insulated hangers along the entries 
and in face areas are usually 5 feet or 1nore above the rail, but are not 
always kept 6 inches or more outside the rail. The trolley wires in the 
affected area, especially in Nos. 1 and.2 sections, are in the return air from 
the No. 3 section. 

The main-line track and flat-entry track are bonded, with welded bonds 
at all track joints, but cross bonds are not installed at. regular intervals. 
The entry traclc in working sections is not bonded but a continuous return 
wire is installed on the ties beside one rail. The return V✓ire 1s c:v~lilcc cc~ c.v 

the rail at intervals by track spikes or wire mails. These connections are not 
· • L - "- 1..., - 1- "~:"'-1-,... ,., ..,,-1 .. + r>r- ... t? r-t 11e-r.veen the return ......, ____ - -·--" -- -----'-' -

wire and the track.· 

The return circuit of cutting and loading machines is connected to 
unbonded track in face areas; thus arcs are often evident at track joints. 

Lack of bonding in the face areas causes arcs and sparks when a 1oad
ing-~achine boom contacts an all-steel car during the loading operation. 
These imperfect return circuits, and the improper grounding of electrical 
equipment, are a constant source of arcs and sparks and .constitute :a 
potential gas and dust ignition hazard. · 
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Cab.le-reel .locomotives, with open-type resistance and open-type 
contro.llers, are operated in face areas on unbonded track. The locomotives 
receive power from a single-conductor trailing cab.le, consequently all 
return circuits are through unbonded track in face areas. 

Temporary splices in cables are made inside the mine by machine 
operators. Ring-type splicers are used. and the· joints are insulated with 
friction tape. It was observed that ca.bles contain numerous temporary 
splices. The cab.le on the cab.le-reel locomotive used in No. 1 section at 
the time of the explosion, contained 14 temporary splices in 200 feet of cable. 

All underground equipment is inspected by the section mechanics 
during the shlit but thorough inspection is not possible while the machines 
are in operation; consequently complete inspections are not made. Repair 
work is usually of a temporary nature. · 

Explosives and Blasting Practices 

Shots are fired at any time· during the shlit by shot-firers. Men em
ployed as shot-firers are not certliied by the State, or any other agency, 
and they are not provitjed with flame safety lamps, nor required to test for 
gas before and after firing each shot. · 

Permissible, Liberty No. 9 explosives are used for blasting. The 
cart.ridges are 1-1(-4- by 8-inch size and weigh about 4.1 ounces each. 

The coal is blasted by firing four holes 2-1/2 inches in diameter 
and about 8-1/2 feet deep. ·Three holes are placed 10 inches from the roof 
and 6 feet apart, the m1aa.1e one oemg 111 t.11c 1..,cu1.c.L v~ w1c ~~-{u...,~ w·i...:..:::. :.:....-=..::. 
A fcurth hole is placed 2-1/2 feet to the right of, and 3 feet below, the center 
hole. The fourth ho.le is used as the break shot. The holes are drilled by 
the driller after the working places have been cut. An average of three 
cartridges (12.3 oz.) of explosives are used per hole. Rock dust, in prepared 
paper cartridges, is used for stemming. 

The charges are fired by No. 6 electric detonators having 9-foot leg 
wires, which are kept shunted until ready to fire.· Duplex cables are used 
by the shot-firer to fire the shots. 

· Shots are fired by inserting the ends· of the blasting cable through 
holes drilled in the top of the electric-cap-lamp·battery cases. 

EJ\-1).losives are said to be taken into the mine by the supply crew, on 
the midnight shlit, in a wooden car hauled by a locomotive. It was stated 
that eighteen 50-pound boxes of explosives are distributed to the six metal 
storage boxes on the sections .. Each box has- a capacity of about 200 pounds. 
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The storage boxes are provided with locks and are kept in crosscuts about 
200 feet from the working faces. · 

The detonators are reported to be taken into· the mine in the- same car 
with the oil, after the explosives have been delivered. About 400 detonators 
are taken into the mine, in the original containers, and distributed arnong the 
6 wooden storage boxes on the sections. The· storage boxes are prcvided with 
locks. It was stated that the detonator boxes were stored around the corner 
of the crosscut from the explosives. · 

The mine foreman and assistant mine foreman; on each shift are pro
vided with foremen's .licenses to issue explosives. The face-bosses on each 
machine section hav~ the keys to the boxes and ru;-e ·supposed to issue the 
explosives to the shot-fire1--s. The three foremeri and the supply man have 
master keys to all explosives boxes undergr~mnd.-· ·. 

Drainage 

The min~ is comparatively darnp, except in the working areas of 1-1/2 
right. Small pools of water were oo.s~~ved alohg the main haulage roads and 
in the face areas of 3 left and the .main·-entry'pillar section. c·onsiderable 
water accumulates fn the main-entry pillar section and in· 3 left area but this is 

. not a problem during the normal operation of the mine. ·. 

The most serious water problem is encountered at the face of 1-1/2 
right entry when the mai.l'l roof was broken during· pillar extraction. The 
broken strata in this section permits water to drain from the Sewickley coal 
bed, which is'being worked directly above this ·area. VJater from a large area 
in the Sewickley coal bed drains into 1-1/ 2 right at this opening. · 

A !,000-6.p.m., centrifugal pump is installed near the face of 1-1;2-
right to pump the water to a ditch along the i-1/2 right entry. The '\Nater. 
is then conducted by ditches to a sump just outby 1-i/2 right intersection. 
Water from this sump·.is pumped to the surface through a borehole.· · 

The water from the 3 left area and the main:-entry pillar section is 
also pumped to ·the surfaGe. through a borehole. · 

The pumps are not operated continuously; 'since a considerable area is 
covered by the sumps and a large, shallow body of water may be impounded 
before the water overflows intq active worfring areas. · 

An inspection of the return 2.irwa? £:rem the return shaft to the 1-1/ 2 
right entry revealed the· presence of numerous pools of water impounded by 
roof falls in the airways. This water, ·however;· does not ·materially obstruct 
the passage of air.through the airv✓ays.: VJhen the water rises to a prede
termined leve 1, it will drain to the sump near 1-1/ 2 -right. · 
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Vvater is also impounded by da:nis near the face of 1-1/2 right but \vill 
not enter the active. sections of the area unless the pump is stopped for 
several days. · 

Small pools of 1.vater were observed along the 1-1/ 2 right haulage 
road and the right paral.lels of the same entry. Accun1ulaticins of water are 
present at the face of the inactive No. 4 section because of an overflow from 
the 1-1/ 2 right sump while the pmnp was temporarily stopped due to the 
explosion. 

Coal Dust and Rock Dust 

Considerable coal dust is "made" during the operations of cutting, 
drilling, blasting, and loading. J\,1uch of the fine coal dust produced by mining 
operations is picked up by ti).e ventilatL1g current and deposited on the ribs, 
timbers, and ledges. V✓ater is not us,2d to aliay the coal dust but, since the 
explosion, w2.ter lines h2~ve been instalJ.ed to each workin.g face in the 1-1/2 
right area. Sections of rubber hose are provided to wet down the dust during 
mining and blasting operations and to wet down the coai during loading. 
Coal dust in suspension incre2.ses the possibility of explosions to a great 

· extent and materially decreases visibility; moreover, the prolonged breathing 
of dust-Lad~n air impairs the efficiency of workmen and may be a distinct 
hazard to health. 

Quantities of dust and coal are sllowed to accumulate along the ribs 
of t.1.e working places. This condition should be- corrected because it 
decreases the available clearance and requires larger quantities of rock 
dust to be applied to render the coal dust inert. 

_. The rock-dusting practices in this mine have not been thorough enough 
to afford any protection against the propagation of a coal-dust explosion. 
A lo'l.v-pressure rock-dusting machine, for use interchangeably between this 

~ . . . 

week enc'.s. The haulage roads, therefore, appear to have been fairly well 
rock-dusted but no effort ims s.pparently been made to introduca rock dust 
~to trackless entries and retu:cn airways,. of wh_ich there are many. 

There. is evidence. that spor~dic rock-dusting was done by hand in some 
working places but this "'✓as not done with sufffoie:ht frequency and dust was 
not applied in sufficient quantity to·be effective. 

Acco~ding to records of tht:;_ \.Vest ViTginia Department of Tv'.Iines, there 
were 2. T pounds of rock dust distributed in this mine last year for each ton . . 
of coal produced. This is in ei[cess of the average amount applied thJ.•oi.:ghout 
the Stata of \Vest Virginia. A study of the analyses of the dust samples 
collected during the investigation indicates that, v1ith the excer;tion of the 
haulage roads, insufficient rock dust has been applied to protect this mine 
from the propagation of an exp.lcsio!l. 
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The Bureau of Iv'Iines has determined, by experiment and test at its 
cA;ierimental mine, that the dust on ribs, roof, floor, and tir.Dbers must contain 

· at least 65 percent incombustible matter· to afford protection against the 
propagation of an explosion; moreover, the incombustible content of the dust 
should be increased 1 percent for every 0.1 percent of methane present. in 

, the air current. 

A total of 54 samples of roof, rib, and floor dust were collected in 
connection with this investigation. The locations at which these samples were 
collected are shown on the map in appendix "A". The samples were analyzed 
at the coal laboratory of the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa., and the results 
of the analyses are shown in table 2. 

The amount of rock dust necessary to render the coal dust inert, and 
incapable of propagating an explosion, depends upon the amount of dust and 
incombustible matter originally present; the fineness of the dust; the deposition 
of dust on ribs, roof, floor, timbers, and ledges; the· practices likely to 
produce coal dust; and the an1ount of dust formed or deposited from day today. 

The results Of the anal,,C'.'OC' r"'IT 1 () . .:i,,r.-1- ,-.r,v-..-,.,...1c.><:"' r>r1lor>+c,,..:i ;,,., the "be"~-
... V ....,.,._,_ ..__......, ...._...._,, -..A....c..._,;.. ~._..._..1,.J,.l.,..,\,,,...., _...._..,J.,.._,_,,\.,......,~ •-J. .._ ... ~ 

heading" entries, inby No. 3 left section, indicate the incombustible content 
of the rib and roof sa1nples varied from 13.6 to 61.7 percent, with an average 
of 24.9 percent. Those collected from the floor, at the same locations, 
indicate the incombustible content to range from 13.1 to 54.0 percent, with 
an average of 24.2 percent. 

Four dust samples were collected in the 3 left section, approximately 
600 feet inby the "box heading''. The incombustible content of the roof and 
rib samples taken on the haulage road was 84.5 percent and that of the floor 
samples was 42.5 percent. Analyses of corresponding samples collected 
in the air course, parallel to the haulageway, indicate the inco1nbustible 
,,,..".:."',..,+ ~~ .i.i~ ---- -~;1

._ ~,,.,rl, 2'.'"'"f ~_,_,_st to be 12.4 percent and the floor dust to be 18.2 
percent. 

' . Additional dust samples collected in the 3 left section, approximately 
1,000 feet inby the "box heading," indicate the haulage-road rib and roof 
dust contains 13.8 percent incombustible; and the floor dust to contain 14.3 
percent incombustible. Roof-and-rib, and floor-dust samples collected ap
proximately 200 feet inby, indicate the incombustible content to be 97 .4 
percent and 34.4 percent, respectively. 

Roof-and-rib, and floor-dust samples collected on the main haulageway, 
450 feet inby 1-1/2 right, indicate additional rock-dusting is required, as 
the incombustible content was but 46.1 percent and 45.5 percent, respectively. 
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Analyses of 12 dust samples collected in the 2 left.area, indicate that 
at only one location, on the haulage road approximately 100 feet inby 4 left 
return parallel, was the incombustible content in excess of the recommended 65 
percent. At this location, the incombustible content of the rib and roof dust 
was 68.5 percent and that of the floor dust was 34.0 percent. The incom
bustible content of the samples of rib· and roof dust in the 2 left area ranged 
from 16.5 to 58.2 percent, with an average·of 34.3 percent. The floor-dust 
samples ranged from 16.1 to 26. 7 percent incombustible, with an average 
of 19.8 percent. 

The analyses of roof-and-rib and floor-dust samples, collected on the 
1-1/2 right haulage road, approximately 700 feet inby the main haulageway, 
indicate the incombustible content to be 45.4.and 37.5 percent respectively. 
Rib-and-roof dust samples, collected in the parallel air course at the same 
location, ranged from 24.3 percent to 25.5 percent. No floor-dust samples 
were collected in the parallel air courses, due to accumulations of water on 
the floor. · 

Dust samples were collected in the right return air courses, parallel 
to the main haulage road, at locations near the return airshaft. Analyses 
of these samples indicate the incombustible content of the rib and roof dust 
range-s from 13.5 to 22.0 percent, with an average of 19.3 percent. The floor 
oust.ranges from 17.0 to 21.1 percent incombustible, with an average of 19.1 
percent. 

Analyses of dust samples collected in the right intake air courses 
parallel to the main haulage road, approximately 600 feet inby the return air
shaft, indicate the incombustible content of the rib and roof dust of these 
entries ranges from 18.8 to 24.3 percent, and the average to be 21.6 percent. 
The floor-dust samples, at the same locatirms. ranQ"e frr:-,rr, Hi.B tn 24.8 r-p-r

cent incombustible, with an &V8rage or ~U.t.J percent. 

Samples of dust collected in the left return air courses parallel to the 
haulage, approximately 800 feet inby the return air shaft, when analyzed, 
indicated that the incombustible content of the rib-and-roof dust varies from 
20. 7 to 25.5 percent, and that of the floor dust to range from 15.5 to 23.0 
percent. The average incombustible content was 23.1 and 19.3 percent 
respectively. 

Analyses of dust samples, collected in the intake air courses to the 
left of the haulage road and at a location approximately 700 feet inby the 
return airshaft, indicate the incombustible content of the roof-and-rib dust 
to average 24.9 percent and that of the floor dust to average 23.5 percent. 
A sample of the rib-and-roof dust collected on the haulage road at this 
location was found to contain 55.5 percent incombustible and that collected 
of the floor dust contained 75. 7 percent incombustible matter. 
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Rock-dusting, to be effective, must be done thoroughly and must be 
well-maintained. All underground openings, of every description, should 
be thcroughly rock-dusted. Before rock-dusting is done, all combustible 
matter, such as machine cuttings, and loose coal accumulated 8.long the ribs 
in working places and spilled along the haulage road, should be loaded out. 
Preferably, all passageways and openings should be washed down prior to 
the application of rock dust. Active workings should be rock-dusted first. 
The rock dust should be applied from the faces outby and the rock-dusting 
advanced as the faces progress. The surfaces of all crosscuts, entries, 
pillar workings, and air courses should be kept rock-dusted to within at 
least 40 feet of the face. Air courses and trackless entries should be rock
dusted by ~eans of tubing extending from a high.:.pressure, rock-dusting 
machine to the trackless entries, thxough doors or "capped" pipes leading 
through the stoppings. These openings should be kept tightly closed when 
not in use. 

To establish and maintain the required incombustible content of the 
coal dust, it is necessary to collect samples of the dust at frequent intervals 
throughout the entir.e mine. The incombustible content of these samples can 
be readily determined by means of a volumeter. 

Since the explosion, the manage1nent has placed an order for a high
pressure rock-dusting machine and two semi-portable rock-dusting machL.'1es 
for use at this mine. One of the semi-portable machines was delivered 
previous to the completion of the report. 
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Can 
No. 
M-339 

L-482 
K-566 

K-124 
K--55J 

K-861. 
E-896 

B-6'13 
K-849 

B-683 
M-79ll 

M-87U 
L-410 

M-725 
B-723 
M-716. 
M-472.' 

M-123 
L-19 

.. ·-
TABLE 2. ·- malyses of dust samples collected in No. 3 mine 

Loca tj_on :1.n 
=£ox headlng haulag 
. lnby ~'3 · left haulai 

. . .-do. 
Box heading No. 1 

1 :1200 ft~- 5-riby 3 
do. 

Box heading No. 2 
cour2e 1.:1400 ft. 
left haulage 

do. 
Box hegding No. 2 

COUT'S0 1,150 ft. 
ha1.1la.ge 

do. 
Box heading No .. 1 

COLll'SG 1, 150 ft. 
hi.1ulae;e 

do. 
3 left - right air 

650 ft. inby box 
do, 

3 left haule.ge - 5 
inby box heading 

do. 
1,000 ft. inby box 

do. 
F.Lrst crosscut bet·, 

2 scctj_ons, 3 l0f 
inby box heading 

do. 
Diagonal to No. 1 
Parallel, near.re 

Christopher Coal Company 
0sa~~onongalia County. West V11"'g:1.nia 

MF'iV ?.?. HM?. 
Pe1"'cent 

Com- Incom-
Klnd bus-- bustible, · ':l1brouch 

of tible, MoistUl"'e 20-
rlne snmple. i.T.M.+F.C -t ash mesh 
~, 1,200 ft. Rib & roof 38.3 61.7 73.3 
e 

F'loor 46,0 54.0 77.3 
·t. aircoursE Rib & roof 85.5 14.5 34.5 
.eft haulage 

Floor 81.8 18.2 46.8 
'ight ail' flJ_b & roof 84.7 15.3 41.9 
.nby 3 

F'lOOl"' 86.9 13.1 38.4 
:.eft air Ri.b & roof 86.4 13.6 70.2 
n 3 left 

Floor 80.7 19.3 59.3 
Left air rub & roof 80.4 19~6 72.8 
nby 3 left 

Floer 83.6 16.4 58.1 
course Hib & roof 87.6 12.4 50.7 

1ead5-ng 
Floor · 81.8 18.2 52.6 

;0 feet R:i.b & roof 15.5 84.5 89.6 

T1'loor 57.5 42.5 48,5 
heading Rib & roof 86.2 13.8 b8,7 

tFloor- 85.7 14.3 G7.9 
Jeen 1 and Rib & roof 2.6 97.4 98.9 
; , 1 j 200 ft. · 

F'loor 65.6 34.4 66.5 
·i[;ht return 
:urn air shaft Rib & roof 78.0 22.0 72.8 

- G;: ~· - . 

I 

Reme.l"'ks 
Rock-dusted 

do. 

Rock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 

Bock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 



TABLE 2 •· - ! nalyses of dust samoles collected in ·No. 3 mine 
Chrtstopher Coal Company . · 

Can 
No. 
L-271 

.. T-606 

J-933 
J-846 

L-·512 
L-288 

· Location in· niJJ 
Diagonal to No~ 1 rii 
Parallel near retw , . 

Diagonal to 3 rlght J 
Parallel, near retw 

do. 
No. 2 right parallel 

entry 650 ft. inby J 

shaft 
do. 

No. 1 right parallel 
entry 550 ft. inby 1 
airshaft 

J-9621 do. 
B-8'73 No. 3 left parallel. 

750 ft. inby return 
B-9991 do. 
B-807 1,000 ft. inby retur1 

main haulageway 
L-95 I do. 
J-45 No. 4 left parallel J 

entry 700 ft.ihby·r( 
airshaft 

B-8751 do. 
M-74 No. 2 left parallel 1 

try 800 ft .1.nby ret1 
J-7431 do. 
L-421 No. 3 left parallel 1 

try 800 ft. inby rei 
s11aft 

K-829 j do. 
M-]9~ 1-1/2 rt. haulageway 

inby main haulage1.rJa; 

Osage., Monongalia. County, West Virgini'a 
· May 22 2 1942 (Cont 1d) 

Per•cerit · · 
Com- Incom·-

Kind bus- bustible, 
of tible, Moisture 

e sample V.M.+F.C, + ash 
:ht return :F'loor 83.0 17.0 
·n airshaft 
eturn Rib & roof 86.5 13.5 
n airshaft 

Floor 78,9 21.1 
:tntake Rib & roof 81.2 18.8 
eturn air.:. 

' 
Ploor 84. 4. 15.6 

intake, Rib & roof 75.7 24.3 
eturn 

Floo1 .. · 75.2 ') ·1 8 u'± • 

ntake entr rRib & roof 76.0 ~4.0 
airshaft 

Floor 77.4 22.6 
airshaft RJ.b & roof 44.5 55.5 

Floor 24.3 75.7 
ntake 
turn 

Rib &·roof i '74.6 25.4 

.. .. 
Floor 75.7 24.3 

eturn en-
rn a:i.rshaft Rib & roof 74.5 25.5 

Floor 77,0 23.0 .. , 
eturn en- Rib & roof 79.3 20.7 
urn air-

Floor 84.5 15.5 
'700 ft. Floor 62.5 37.5 
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'11~ough 
20-
mesh Remarks 
.31. 9 

:55. 8 

38.'7 
34.2 

45.0 
· 39 .1 

25.0 
65.1 

54.9 
76.7 Rock-dusted 

69,9 Rock-dusted 
72.5 

46.5 

76.2 
50.0 
71.1 

48.9 
63.2 Rock-dusted 



TABLE 2. - Ana.lyses o E' dust semples collected in No. 3 mj_ne 
Christopher Coal Company 

Osa~ Monongal:ta County. West Virgj_nia 
Ma~22, 1942 (Cont'd - - - -·------

I Percent -
Com- Incom-

Kind bustible, bustible, Through 
Can 
No. I Location in m:lne 
M-40111:-1/2 rt. haulageway '700 ft. 

i.nby main haulageway 
M-37111-1/2 right, No; 1-riwt air 

course ,00 ft.inby main 
haulageway 

M-11711-1/~ r-t1. No, 2 right a.ir cmJ 
700 f eei:; j_n main fiaulageway 

G-21 !Main haulage-way, 450 feet inb 
1-1/2 rigfit · - · 

L-2781 do .. 
B-994 No. 2 left, 3 section, No.2 

entry 200
1
rt

1
·ihby 4 left rE 

turn para le _ 
G- 3 8 I -. do . , 
K--851 lrJ~:i

0
·
0

2flef1_:;, 4 sec~ion,No. 2 en 
. o t. 1.nby 4 left return 

parallel .. . · · . 
G -9 2 31 · do ; · · 
K--850 No. 2 left, 1. section1 No. 1 

entry 100 feet inby ~ left 
return parallel 

K-8571 do. 
J-519 No. 2 left haulageway to 3 

section 100 feet inby 4 left 
return parallel 

J~583 I do. 
L-462 No. 2,left

0
·ha-µJ_ageway

4
t9 2t section 5 --r~. rnby ~er 

return parallel 
L-270 I do. 
G-78 No. 2 left, 2 section, l ent1 

150 ft. inby 4 left return 
pa1"'allel 

.T -~.'.~1-L ___ n __ o __ . ______ _ 
901~1 

of 
samnle 

Rib & roof' 

Rib & roof 

I . 
'seRib & roof 
7" Rib & roof 

Floor 
Rib & ro'of 

·-

Floor 
:cy Rib & roof 

Floor 
Rib & roof 

Floor 
Rib & roof 

Floor 
Rib & roof 

Floor 
r Rj_b & roof 

Flonr 
., 

V.M.+F.C. Moisture 20-
+ ash mesh 

54.6 45.4 c:50. 1 

75.'7 24.3 70.7 

74.5 25.5 . 82. 6 

53.9 46.l 75.3 ., 

54.5 45.5 89.3 
80.3 19.7 73:5 

83.0. 17.0 43.0 
83.5 16.5 75.9 

83.9 16.1 51.2 
81-5 18.5 76.2 

80,4 19.6 47.5 
31.5 68.5 82.7 

66.0 34.0 58.1 
41,8 58.2 77.2 

81.5 18. 5 53.2 
49.3 50.7 84.5 

73.~ 26.7 46.1 

Remarks 
Rock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 

Rock-dusted 
Rock--dus ted 

.. 

Rock-dusted 



FIRST AID AND MINE RESCUE 
•. 

· · It is repo~·ted that about 50 percent of the employees have had fir st-
aid training butno general training or retraining has been done since 1939. 
Ntnety pe~cent of the underground officials were trained in mine rescue in 
1 ~':1:0 but have not had -any-··additional training. Twelve men- trained in mine 
rescue are _retrained semi-mo.nthly. Two of these men were from the No. 3 
mirie and~were killed ·ih the explosion. The company maintains a mine rescue 
station ~quipped ·with s'ii oxygen breathing apparatus, six All-Service gas 
masks, m~rygen pump, inhalator, and carbon-monoxide detector, which are kept 
in: go0d-- eondition. This station is located at the Robinson Run. mine- about 3 
miles from No. 3 mine. 

The· State of West Virginia also maintains a mine rescue station at the 
Robinson ·Run mine and 'a trained team, composed of six men from the : 
Cbristopher mines. The State also maintains a mine rescue station and 
team at Maiden mine·; four .. miles· from No. ·3 mine. Other nearby State-
trained teams and mine rescue. stations ~e _at Jamison No. 8 mine, Farmington, 
W.-. ·va., ~ 19 miles from Osage; and at ::Mono·rigah, W. Va., 24· miles from Osage, 
W '\'Ta . . . . : . . . :: , :;:_ •· . . ..., -·' . ,:·.~,: :·•· . 

~--V. • :•· ... '.: ."' ., .. : . ,, ....... ,_ . .. .-·.; 

· --~· ... "All-6f the .. ab'ove~teams ·"a'fdecf iri' the·. rec every. operati~·n's: l~ c ohnection 
_.~~the No. 3 mine explosion. 

'· ; ·· · There is no surface first-aid receiving room at the No. 3 mine. Two 
f4-st.-aid_ stations are provid~··underground, _one be_ing lo_cated in each . 
section/_ Stretchers, blankets; bandages, splints, and a first-aid kit are 
kept at each station •. In addition, stretchers, blapkets, first-aid kits, and . 
supplies· are kept on the surface in the lamp house and in the superintendent's 
office.: · ,_ . 

,.· . ~ ..... ( ,:·r'"), 

:: .f\.·saiety·. dire~tor is employed lo ~upervise the scrl~ty- program at this 
and four other. mines.:6f the··-company. Iri ·addition, a safety inspector is 
PYY\-nl0~10A +0--rlo~1/"\+o 'h;«::! -rn11 +imo +I"' +t.o 1\T"' ".l ,..,,.,.;.,.,c, ,,.,'hoc:oo .,.,,.,n.,., .,..,,,,.,1.,." -...,,h,,,., 

,, ~pect~~m~, .a-ir m~.as~ei;n,~_nts aqq -~¥~~~, an~ condu~t ins~uction courses 
in !µ,-st~aid; anct ·.znine· i:escue tr~ng. ='. :~.:•._ ~:~ :_,.. ... ) :,: :-:::. ·< _.:: ?· ,_. :· · · 

: .. . ..... ,... •,,, .:·........ . ... 

t .. Durini the calendar _ye'ar l94l, the No. 3 mine workecl_274 days, em
ploying an average of·427- men, and'·produced 1,289,698 tons of coal. During 
this _ge_riod there w~:i-e · two -fatal~ties and seventy nonfata.1--:~ccidents. The · 
acQident frequency rate was 87.91, as compared to a frequency rate of 83.32 
for· the .. company: f.or. this period. , . , 

A comparison o~ the ton·s of coal produced pe'r· fatal accident at this 
mine, in· Mononga:lia c·ounty, and the State of West Virginia follows: 
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··- · + ttflZ: 

Fatal Tons of coal Tens per 
Accidents Produced Fatality 

Christopher No. 3 mine .. 2 1 289 SG8 
' ' 

644,c.349 
Ivfonongalia County, 

W. Va. ...................... 15 9,731,347 648, 7136 
State of Vvest Virginia .... 290 140,944,744 485,016 

Safety meetings, in which employees and ma:::iagement participate, are 
not conducted but regular meetings of the foremen and member:J of the safety 
departn1ent are held at each mine. Bulletin and poster beards are maintained 
and printed safety rules are conspkuously posted in the 12.mp house. The 
officials and men apparently are interested in the promotion of oaf ety and 
saie working conditions. · 

SUPERVISION AND DISCIPLINE 

The supervisory personnel consists of a superintendent, a mine foreman, 
two general assistant mirie foremen, one on each of the se8ond and third 
shifts, six assista~1t mine foremen, and 18 facebosses. 'Lee Yninc foreman 
and general assistants are in charge of the entire lL."'1.dergr~und personnel on 
their respective shifts. Each working area, composed of :hree mechanical. 
sections, is under the direction of an assistant mine fore::-.:_:1n on ~ach shift. 
Each individual section, comprising a complete mechanical unit, is under the 
direction of a faceboss during each shift. · 

A faceboss has a crew of 14 men under his directior: and the activities 
of these men are usually confined to four working places. 'Nith this 
organization, each working place should receive at least o:1e visit from the 
faceboss every hour and at .least one visit by the assistant fore man sometime 
during the shift. The facebosses have no other duties except the direction of 
the 14-man face crew. All auxiliary men employed in the :rrea are supervised 
u;; W.l(:; cL:iSl.:,t.a.l.U, l.L.l.lllc; .J..V.!.'CHJ.a..i..l HJ. '--lJ.a.ll:,C V.L W.1.t:::: WU.J..'h.J..l.Lb ...., ... -- ·- .••• -~ .... ~~~ ... ---~• 

It is reported that the intent of this official organiza:ion was to secure 
close face supervision. The management stated that a faceboss should have 
had sufficient time to visit each working place every 15 l'Y'_::n_:_tes during the 
shift. 

The working·places in each section are concentrated in a small area 
and only a few minutes would be required· to cover the ter:-:.te,ry ::upervised 
by each faceboss. 

It is believed that adequate supervfsion is provided c:it there is a 
probability that periodic checks and observations of the f2.::2 ::up::rvisors were 
lacking. · 
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Each faceboss, as well as the other supervisors, ar? ... §qu.:ipped .with 
flame safety .lamps for gas-detection-purposes and .. are ·required to record 
the results of their inspections in a record book kept in the tor.eman' s station 
on the section. · ... · ... : · · · · •·• · · · · 

Fire-bosses are not employed but each assistant foreman is required 
to examine the sections under his direction sometime near the. end of each 
shift and report his findings-to the succeeding· foreman. · · · · 

. E.leven of the eighteen facebosses employed did not possess State 
certificates of qualification. The three facebosses employed in the explosion 
area on -the shift in which the explosion occurred were not certified; however, 
the assistant foreman possessed a West Virginia foreman's certificate. It 
was exp.lained by the· management that these men were deemed competent 
and that they were placed on this particular shift because additional visits 
from other supervisors are more frequent during the day ·shift. 

FJRE FIGHTING 

There are no·firE:l-fighting facilities provided underground _except · 
that severar·sacks_. of rock dusf are usually kept in crosscuts where ·explosives 
are stored in each section. Fire extinguishers have not. bee·n prov5.ded for 
locomotives or other portable electric equipment or. at permanent electrical 
installations underground.• The installation of pipelines frr face regions for 
dust-·control purposes, now in progress, _will greatly. increase the fire pro
tection in face regions. It is pointed out, however, that water is not suitable 
for electrical fires because of its electrical-conductivity characteristics. 
Carbon.:.dioxide fire extinguishers are considered· to·be· the ·most suitable for 
fighting electrical fires. · / ·. · _. ., · · · · · · · 

-· t•i -.f2• <"~ .. · • ,!; • . , ., ,,.,. ·'. ; _. ·!- ••, .~. t' .. "·, ''.· :. -~•+- .:_, f; l • •· ~ -~ -•~ • p 

PREVIOUS EXPLOSIONS rn THIS OR NEP..RBY tvIINES 

There is no record of any explosion ever having occurred in this• mine 
and no major disasters have occurred in the immediate vicinity. There have, 
however, been a number,of major mine disasters in the same coal bed in the 
Fairmont field, in which this mine is located. ' Following is a list of these 
disasters: 

Date Mine Location of mine· 
-=--~:------,,,--,,-:::--.:,=---+---------' 
December 6, 1907 Monongah iVIonongan, W. Va. j 
October· 19, 1916 Jamfsop. No. 7 Barrackville, W.Va 
March 17, 1925 Barrackville Barrackville, W.Va 
January 14, 1926 Jamison No. 8 Farmington, W. Va. 
April 30, 1927 . Federal No. 3 Everettville, W. Va 
June 20, 1928 National National, W. Va. 
March 26, 1930 Yukon Arnettsville, W. Va. 

::-ro. lives 
lost 
361 

10 
33 
19 
97 
10 
12 

May 11, 1935 Barrackville Barrackville, W. Va. 6 
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PROPERTY DAMAGE 

The property damage as a result of this explosion was not extensive. 
V✓ith the exception of m.ore or less slight damagel9 two cab.le-reel loco
motives and several mine cars; the mine -equipment was not greatly dis-
turbed. . . ·· ··· .... ·. 

Damage to the yentilation facilities consisted of• the d~struction of one 
overcast, several concrete-block stoppings, ·four doors, numerous woo~-and-
canvas stoppings, and a_ concrete-block regulator. ·. · 

:•,· 
. . . . 

Most of the crossbar timbers throughout the affected area we"J;e blown 
out by the explosion _but th~ resultipg roof falls were not extensive.· Trolley 
wire apd feeder lines ·were torn down in the three. affected working sections 
and along the hauiagei~oad iri 1·-1/2 right entry but the haulage tracks were 
not disturbed. ; The exp.16s.ion· resulted in 10 days lost-time in the- operation 
of the mine; consequently.the p1~oduction. of about 50,000. tons. of coal was lost. 
More serious than this VJ~S the .loss of 56 skilled .mine wor]rer's, whose 
procl_uction is greatly n~eded•in the war effort~ ,The.loss of these.-workers 
represents an estimat~d anriuar loss in production of about 213,000 tons of 
coal._ · · · 

. . . ,, - ' . 
.. -~ : . .. • .., r _. :· +'t· .. ~-,/: """•"\••r ,,-.~·.,k ·f-,,.,,.,,i.f :"t,.., ,-.;., .. ;, ,...,. .... ,"';''.={ ~--,, ., .• , .:.·, . 

MINE. dONDITIONS .PRIOR-,TO:E,XPLOSIO}( - _<;:.·. 
• -• ·- •. , •• . ..- ...... ·.r..,.. .... • - ~ ~ ..• 

. - · ... Th~. weather wa~_qio.udy:Qn,t4~ _g9-y-·_of)~fl~ ... ~~plq§ic;>g;,.~~ tll~re was a 
heavy r_a~- ~torm shortly aft~r _the explosion. A recording barometer, 

· · located on top of tl;le .Wat~ori Building in Fairmont, W. Va., about 25 miles 
:.away, indic"a.teq that there·wa's a"gradual drop in atmospheric pressure from 

2.9-.25 inches Qf iner.cury at noon,· Monday,_ M9-y 11, to 29.05 inches of 
.· .. mercury:at noon Tuesday;.•May 1"2; -i~42.~ :Tp.er_e. was·a ~05-inch ~op ·from 

noon on May 12 to 2:00 p.m. It is doubtful that this gradual drop of .25 of 
an inch of mercury pressure, spread· over a period of 26 hqurs·, had any 

• • - • ,.. , • • .. •., • • " "' • • ..L L 1 • 1 • 
W,tJ,t-J•'-'L,,'"'-'-4,l. .. iL.C •.;.L.J.-1,,,,,1,,, v.1.J. l,,J.J,t; .L.J..h/lv4'.U..~J.V.LJ. v..L ~.~_!JJ..v~:i.-v-c 6:.~ .:..~1,,,C l.,J.-:,.:; ::--... 1:--:s T,~/.:--.:~~ings. 

. . .. . .. ·-. . : . . . '· . , ~ .. . . .... : .r~.; ~ \ ... :) ;, • .. ) : .. .:. .. ~ -. ... : .. 
·. ';['he :mine was o;perating normally on .the _day of ~e explosion .. The 

district mine inspector _of ;~e W.~s_t__.Virgipia P.~Pat't!lle~t,o._f __ ~n~s had in
spected the area of the mine in which the explosion occurreq. :On the previous 
day and on ~ic ja.y uf the explosion he inspected the 3 .left ar:ea. According 
to the statements of this inspector, no 'gas was discovered in-the .mine during 

· ··, :this inspecti(?n and no.apr;i.qrmaj_ veni;ilp.tjng_ ~9ij'}!tJ°-~JfE}?;~;P.P§e:;-y.e:d. This 
. observation was c~:mfir;m~d by company officials who accompanied the State 
, inspector on these inspection trips. · 

. r, •. ,• 
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STORY OF THE EXPLOSION AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

A n1an-trip, consisting of the afternoon shrrt of about 107 men, was 
due to leave the surface at 2: 00 p.m. but this trip was delayed ·about 20 
minutes because a car was off the track on an ov.tbound coal-trip. The man
trip could not enter the mine until the coal-trip arrived at the mine portal 
because of the sing.le-track haulage road. The man-trip entered the mine• 
at about 2:20 p'.m and had traveled about 3,000 feet when the explosion occurred.. 
The air was immediately filled with dust and the men on the trip felt the 
concussion of the blast. · Realizing that an explosion nad occurred, the n1en 
immediately dismounted from the cars and started for the outside. 

The mine power failed (because of the explosion) at about 2:25 p.m. 
The superintendent sent a man to the substation on the surface to investigate 
the trouble. The man reported back by telephone that the circuit br_eakers 
were out and that there was an unusual odor and sn1oke coming out of the 
power borehole. The fan, located near the substation, was not running 
because the driving belts \·1ere off the pulleys. The superintendent tried to 

·. call the 1-1/ 2 right section by telephone but was Mao.le to do so. Shortly 
thereafter, the dispatcher, .located on the main heading about 1,000 feet inby 
from the junction of 1-1/2 right and the main, called the superintendent and 
told him that an explosion had occurred in 1-1/ 2 right and that smoke was 
drrrting up the main heading. 

_ The dispatcher ordered tl1e main line motorman and brakeman, who 
· were nearby, to proceed inby to the 3 left foreman's station and wait for 
· him. He also ordered the "flat-road" motorman and brakeman to do likewise. 
It later developed that these two men disregarded these orders and atterr1pted 
to· make their way toward the outside through the smoke on ·the main haulage 
road. These men were killed by afterdamp before they reached the entrance 
to 1-1/ 2 right. 

The dispatcher traveled through the "45 ", the first set of entries to 
the teft, :.-.~-.:1. ::::-~~-~:::.ed the 3 left section, where. he was instrumental in 
gathering the men and sending them to the 3 left foreman's station. The 
dispatcher then returned· to the main entry haulage road and made his way 
down the main haulage road to the 3 left foreman's station, where he joined 
the assistant mine foreman of the 3 left section. 

The assistant mine foreman and the mechanic of the 3 left section were 
in the fore man's station, near the mouth of 3 left at the time of tpe explosion. 
Upon fee.ling the concussion of the blast, the assistant foreman ·walked out on 
the main haulage road, where the odors from the explosion were noticeable. 
He then called the mine superintendent, advising; him that "something terrible 
had happened" and not to put the power on or start the fan until he received 
further advice. The assistant foreman then traveled up the main haulage 
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road toward 1-1/2 right, a distance of about 1,800 feet, where he encountered 
smoke. Here he met the motorman and brakeman from the main haulage 
locomotive. These men told him that something had happened in 1-1/2 right 
and that they had corne from the 45 left ·heading tlli."nout, located about 1,000 
feet inby the 1-1/2 right turn-out. Together they proceeded to a 12-inch 
borehole that had been recently drilled for the· purpose of discharging mine 
water to the surface. This borehole is located a.long the main haulage road 
in a crosscut at the bottom of the main entry, a shcrt distance from the 
assistant foreman's station. · 

Upon reaching the borehole, these r.nen met 54 other men from the 3 
left area who had already started to erect a barricade in the vicinity of the 
borehole. The assistant foreman then. proceeded to the telephone and called 
the superintendent, advising hi:m that all of the men from his section and the 
main haulage motorman and brakeman were with him but they could not 
escape through the main haulage entry because of smoke and fumes. It was 
agreed that the assistant fore man would .lead the men out by way of the main 
~eturn on the left s-ide of the mine and· that the· power would not be put on in 
the mine or the fan v✓-ould not be started until L11e men reached the midway 
sidetrack, outby from 1-1/ 2 right. It was agreed that the assistant foreman 
would c_al.l the ·superintendent by telephone when the party reached this point. 

The assistant fore man returned to the borehole whe·re the 54 men had 
started to erect a barricade. The cross.cut, where the barricade was being 
erected, was between two intake entries ~nd the borehole· was located in a 
16- by 6-foot offset, cut into the right rib of the crosscut. The crosscut 
was 7 feet high, 14 feet wide, and ·10. feet .lun(S. :;:l. viia3 tl-.c inter..::!::-:: tn 
h".l-r'Y'i<"'<::1rlP this crosscut at both ends. The men had gathered crossbars, 
cinder blocks, brattice c.lot.h, posts, nails, saw.;), c1.11:.i ~.1.~.1.u~:i.~ • .:::.:;:.:::.;, and had placed 
11 crossbars across the mouth of the crosscut. They had also placed a row of 
coi1crete-cinder blocks in the space between a leg supporting a crossbar 
timber and the rib. The barricade was partially l.!ompleted when the men 
were informed by the assistant foreman that they would attempt to escape 
by way of the 3 left return. The assistant fore·man instructed the men to 
take nails, brattice cloth, axes, picks, first-aid kit, and saw with them. 
They traveled up 3 left haulage road to the 45 · left haulage road, down the 
"45" to the overcast on the left side main return. They entered the main 
return through a trap door in 1J1e overcast. After proceeding some distance 
it was noticed that the air had started to circulate and the men were over -
taken by smoke and fumes. 

The men reached the main haulage road and intake air outby the midway 
sidetrack near the upcast shaft without anyone having been overcpme. The 
assistant foreman directed the men to proceed to the surface through the 
main haulage entry. He then went to the telephone at the midway sidetrack 
and called the outside, reporting to Mr .. Frank Christopher, President of 
the con1pany, that he and 56 men had arrived safely. 



Orders were issued to start the fan after it was thought that sufficient 
time had elapsed for the men to reach fresh air. It was imperative that the 
fan be. started as soon as possible in order to get air into 1-1/ 2 right in the 
hope that some of the workmen in this section might still be alive. 

State Mine Inspector Alex Bryce, Company Safety Director C. P. Pride, 
Superintendent E. H. O'Neil, and Mine Foreman Howard Feathers, entered 
the mine and met the men from the man-trip on their way out. They directed 
them to continue to the outside and then proceeded to the midway sidetrack, 
where they met the men who had escaped from the 3 left section on their . 
way out. The party then proceeded to the junction of 1-1/ 2 right~ where they 
cut the power lines so that transportation could be established. Here the 
party met the dispatcher who had helped gather the men in the 3 left section 
after the explosion, and after traveling part way out with them had made his 
way to the intake entries outby from 1-1/ 2 right by brealdng a hole in a 
c oner ete -block stopping. - · 

State mine inspectors P. J. 1-AcGraw and M. G. Dobbie, in company with 
James Crockett, an inspector for the Cochran Coal Company, and A. K. Bloom, 
Federal coal mine insp~ctor, arrived at the 1-1/2 right junction about 6:20 p.m. 

Three oxygen-breathing apparatus crews followed this grovJ into the 
mine. Upon arriving at the 1-1/2 right junction, 11r. McGraw and }Ar. Bloom 
conferred with Mr. Feathers, mine foreman, ·concerning the damage to the 
stoppings and the probable course of the air c~rents in, l-1/2 right. It was 
then decided to explore the 1-1/ 2 right entry as far as possible, and this was 
done by State Mine Inspectors McGraw and Dobbie, Mr. Crocket, and Federal 
Inspector Bloom. This exploration revealed that the overcast across 1-1/ 2 
right had been demolished and that the air. current was short-circuiting at 
this point. Canvas stoppings were then erected on both _sides of·l-1/2 right 
entry from the intersection to the overcast. While these stoppings were being 
crmstructed. the exnloration nartv oroceeded inbv on the main entry to de-
1,,,._._ -·••--- ,.,._..,...,,,, -.-..11,v•-••""' ,./. """"~••.i.~o'-' v·_, v ... _ _, _w,,__1:'l.-'-••o- .................... _,_,, -- ---- --·-~ __ .,. ·-- - - ----- - ·--·--. 

directed the removal to the surface of the three bodies previqusty located on 
the main entry. These were the bodies- of a pumper and a haulage crew. 

When the temporary stoppings had been erected to the overcast, the 
exploration party traveled to the entrance to No. 1 section and, when no fires 
were found, directed that temporary stop.pings be erected.to the entrance to 
No. 1 section. · · · 

An an~aratus ~rew was sP,nt i.n..to tl,P, T\Jn. 1 ·section to look for bodies 
and for fire. This crew returned about 8:45 p.n1. and reported that no fires 
were observed and that the atmosphere would sustain the flame of a ·flame· 
s¢ety lamp. 

The ei{ploration party then proceeded to examine the No. 1' section. 
During this examination the exploration party was joined by J. VJ. Pero 
and R. \V. Stahl, of the Bureau of I:v1ine3. A search of the No. 1 section 



revealed the presence of 11 bodies. By this time, canvas stoppings had 
been erected to the No. 1 section. M:¢·. J\1cGraw, I:vir. J. ·W. Pero, ,and Mr • 
. James Crockett then explored. the 1'-1/ 2 right haulage road to the: entrance: · 
to No. 2 section> 'Nhen no fire -:vas discovered and only: small concentrations. 

· of carbon monoxide were found to. be present, they proceeded to explore the 
No. 2 sectfon. This examination revealed the .absence of ,fire but carbon 

. ·monoxide was present in dangerous quantities hear the face of the No. 2 sec
tion. When the party rehirned to .the No~. 1 .section, .they reported finding 
15 bodies in No. 2 section, 2 bodies in the wireman's station near No. 2 sec
tion, and. one body near the entrance to the No. 2 ·section~· · : 

The ·fresh air base was moved inby No. 1 section. and an apparatus 
crew was sent to explore the main haulage road .as far: as .No .. 3 section. 

Following this explor~tion, anQther apparatus crew was $ent to explore 
1-1/ 2 right to a point inby the No. 4 section. . They reported extreni ely ·bad .. 
air, no fires, and no bodies. Mr. McGraw:and Mr.. Pero then made a short· 
trip into No. 3 section and, when.they enc-ountered carbon monoxide, decided 
to send an apparatus crew,to the face ·of No. 3 section. About this time ·the 
recovery party was joined by 11.lessrs. H. H. Kazee and J. R. Dukes of the 
Bureau of Mines. The apparatus ·crew explored'. the .No. 3 haulage road to the 
face and returned. They reported the discovery· of s.even bodies just inby the 
left parallel of 1-1/2 right in a crosscut off No~ 3 section haulage road. 

In the meantime, temporary stoppings had been erected to the entrance
to No. 3 section. It was decided to e:{plore the face area of the No. 3 section. 
Messrs. McGraw and Pero proceeded short distances and made tests for 
carbon monoxide and methane; the. brattice crew followed closely and erected 
canvas stoppings. The party had proceeded only a short distance when ·they 
~m::.-..,:, if"\i-norl hP ~,1r.,.. l\T n n1~.;V'\t'.'.-h~v,+ f"''l-,io-f r'\'t H-.o UTo~+ iTi'Y'rriniq np-,,::1-,,,+rront 
.• -- - "~-----· ~.,; _,...,_. -·• -- • _,...._ __________ ,,_ ... , ------ ~·- ----- .. __. ..... ,..., . --v-----· - - ... ---- ·-·-

of Mines, and State Inspectors at Large, P. F. Mc Linden, L. S. McGee and 
I~c.::--0-~-t~r .. \lPx B:r~'•-=-e. The party proceeded .slowly: advancinq- the C'.::rnv::i s 
stoppings continuously, until the loading machine was reached. Three bodies 
were found near t.½e loading machine and one underneath a cab.le-reel .loco
motive just outby the loading machine:: 

Further observation revealed large concentrations of carbon monoxide 
and the pa::-ty suspende-d operations until better ventilation could be es
tablished. By this tirne it was believed that all men in.the section were dead 
and rapid e:q).loration wa~ n~~ necessary. 

:. About·.1 hour previous to this; a crew started sending bodies to the 
surface. \Vhen an hcur's wait indicated that sufficient air for recovery was 
not possible with the temporar:sr stoppings, the party retired to the No. 1 
section. It was then decided tc reinforce all stoppings with wood and ventilate 
the No. 3 section. About 7:00 a.m., May 13, the party was joined by Messrs .. 
Joseph Bierer and Robert McIntyre, of the State department of mines, and 
JVIessrs. V/illiam Stinnette and A. J. Barry of the Bureau of Mines. 
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' . . 
During the succ~edihg:days, bodies were removed and normal ventila-

tion established .as rapidly as possible.· Numerous r_oof falls, at intersections 
of working. places and at faces• of pillar workings, hampered speedy recovery 
of bodies. By Thursday morning, 45 bodie$ had been recovered and had been 
~ent to the surface. From_ this point on, slate and roof falls had to be loaded 
out to find the remaining bodies. The last, and 56th, body was recovered and 
s~nt to _the surface.at·ll:45 a.m., Saturday, May 23, 1942. · 

An investigation of the explosion was conducted after ventilation was 
restored to the affected area. The investigating:.party consisted of 
N. P.~li.h:fneh~t,· Chief of the West Virginia Department of 1-JI.ines;· P .. F. 
McLinden, P. J; McGraw, L. S. McGee, Alex Bryce, Joseph Bierer, State 
M-ine .Inspectors; E. H. O'Neil, S. P. ·Pride~ Howard Feathers, Christopher 
c·oa.1<co~pariy representatives; and 11. J. Ankeny, J. W. Pero, ·A. K. Bloom, 
and.R. W_. Stahl .of.the Bur~au. of Iviines. A preliminary investigation of the 
entire area was mad~ by this- party on May "14, 15, .16, 18, 19, and 20, 1942~ 
The ·party was joined by_ the Honorable M~· M. Neeley, Governor of the State 
of ·west Virginia,. wh:~ sp1;:nt a few. hours underground on _Wednesday, May 20; 

.. . . . ,• ' . 

, A mo:r;e detailed investigation of th~ area was conducted by State 
Inspectors P. J. McGraw and Alex. Bryce, of the West Virginia Depar.tmenf 
of Mines, and M. J. Ankeny, J. W. Pero, A. K. Bloom, and R. vV. Stahl, of 

. the J3ureau of Mines, on May 21,. 22, and 23, l 942. ' 
• I 

DETAIL OF EVIDENCE 

-The explosion originated in the workings off 1-1/2 right .. Since every 
man ·who was in the section at the time of the explosion was .killed, the cause. 
and probable contr:ibt1,tjng- causes httd to b_e determined by careful observation 
and study of conditions·as they existed after the explosion and by the · ·· 
questioning of foremen .anct wor Kmen wno wonrnu 1n tne area uu.L Hlt:, u .. c 

pr.eceeding shifts. : . · · 

The map of the mine, appendix "A:' sl-iows the position of the affected 
area. with respect to the qth~r worldngs. and excavations of the mine. This 
map al$O shows_ the co-ursing of the air, the location where· air and dust 
samples were collected, the probable point of 0rigin, the extent of flame, and 
the extent of violence. 

The map of the. explosion El,rea, appendix "B," shows the location of 
locomotives, cars, cutting and· loading equipment, and bodies of workmen,· 
as found aiter the explosion. The map also shows. the location of ventilating 
doors, stoppings, and overcasts, as nearly correct as could be determined. 
TJi~ direction of the flow of air previous to the explosion and. the direction 
of maj_or forces are µidicated by arrows. 
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Each set of four entries, turned off to the left from 1-1/ 2 right, comprises 
a complete working section and ·the cycle of operations of each mechanical unit 
is confined' to the four entries of a section, the crosscuts therefrom, and the 
pillar splits. For convenience, the fil"st set of four entries is called the No. 1 
section; the second set, the No. 2 section; and the thi1"d, the No. 3 section. 
It will be observed from the map tha,t Nos. 1 and 2 sections are on the retreat 
and No. 3 section is on the advance but will soon penetrate a caved, mined-out 
area before. starting on the retreat. 

Forces 

The forces of the explosion traversed the entire area of the workings of 
1-1/ 2 right and extended out into the main entries, where an overcast and 
several stoppings between the intake and the return both inby and outby 1-1/ 2 
right were blown out. · · 

The lines of force, as indicated by the direction in which stoppings were 
blown out, the direction in ·which timbers and other heavy objects, such as 
cover plates of locomotives, ·steel explosives-storage boxes, and a locomotive 
cable-reel were c2.rried, and the deposition of coke on timbers, indicate that 
the explosion originated at the intersection of the 10th crosscut off No. 3 
heading, No. 3 section, 1-1/2 right, and the No. 3 heading. The forces traveled 
strongly outby on this headin.g and its parallel entries Nos. 1, 2, and 4. ·when 
the forces reached the 1-1/ 2 right entries they spread in both directions, i;by 
towar,d the faces of 1-1/2 right and outby toward the entrance of 1-1/2 right. 
The explosion traveled from the No. 3. section to the No. 2 section through the 
No. 1 and No. 2 cross-cuts in the barrier pillar between these tvvo sections, 
as indicated by strong forces through these openings .. The velocity through 
these openings was so great that the floor in places was swept clean and a steel 
explosives-storage box, located in the No. 1 crosscut, was carried through 
the crosscut to the No. 1 heading of No. 2 section, where it struck a corner of 
a coal pillar a~ricocheted up this entry a distance of approximately 40 feet. 
A man, who had evidently been in this crosscut at the time of the explosion, 
was also projected against the corner of the coal pillar and broken into small 
fragments. Explosives v.,rere spilled from the box and scattered widely through
out this vicinity but th~re was no evidence of any of the explosives having been 
detonated. .The wooden detonator· box was shattered and electric detonators 
were also scattered over a wide area. There was no indication of explosives 
having been ignited by the: explosion anyWhere in the explosion area . 

•.. 
The forces in the No. 2' section were across the pillar line toward No. 1 

section and outby toward 1-1/ 2 right entries. The explosion traveled from the 
No. 2 section to the No. 1 section through crosscuts in the barrier pillar, 
indicated by the effect:of ·strong forces on timbers in these crosscuts. 

The forces. in the. No-., 1 section were-:outby on No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 headings. 
The most positive evidence of this v.Jas a cover plate of the locomotive, being 
used to shift cars at the rnouth· of No. 1 heading, having been blown outby for 
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a distance of about 50 feet and the body of the motorman blown outby. 'When 
the exp1osibn reached _the entrance to 1-1/ 2 right section, the forces spread 
in two directions, inbiaI?-d outby on the .i:nains, destroying an overcast, a 
regulator, and several c_onc:i;e~e. ·t:C'ck stoppings. 

The Point of Origin 

All available evidence indicates that the explosion originated at the 
intersection of the 10th crosscut off No. 3 heading, No. 3 section, and the 
No. 3 heading. 

A sketch of the details of t.11e No. 3 section, 1-1/2 right, is shown in 
appendix "C." It will be observed that the crosscut in which the explosion 
is believed to haye originated was beirig driven toward the No. 4 heading and · 
the fourth cut had just been cor.apleted. The ·cutting r.aa·chine had been pulled 
back from the cut so that the cutter head was about 16 feet·from the face. 
The cutter bar was resting on the floor. Three holes had been drilled across 
the face near the roof and the f purth and last hole had been completed when 

· the explosion occurred .. The augar was found still in the hole, with the hand
held Jeffrey drill attached. 

The body of the driller was found about 20 feet from the face on the 
left side of the place,· lying face up with his head pointed outby. The body of 
the cutting-machine operator was found about 25 feet outby from the controls 
of the cutting machine on the left side of the place, face doivn, headed outby .. 
The body of the cutting-machine helper was found about 60 feet outb.y from 
the cutting machine and about 25 feet inby from where the cutting machine 
power nip was attached to the trolley wire~ · · 

The drill was of the permissible type but the approval plate was missing 
and there was a small hole through the screw cover plate of the switch-· 
control housing. Apparently this h.ole had been burned through .tp~ housing, 
at some time orevious to the ~xnlosion, by the drill developing 'fin internal 
short circuit and coming in contact with a. grow'1d return. The drill was sent 
to the electrical testing laboratory of the Bureau of ~-,1ines, at Pittsburgh, Pa., 
for inspection and test. The re suits of repeated tests, in which the drill 
was operated in exp.losi~e gas, were that the driil failed to ignite gas. It 
was discovered, howeve·r: that the'·s'l.vitch in the drill was shunted out so 
that the mechanical switch-control mechanism had no effect in starting or . . . . 

stopping the drill. It was concluded, therefore, that whenever power was 
impressed on the drill Gable, the drill would run regardless of the position 
of the controller. · · · , · · · 

The drill cable was connected to the po1.7er source· in the control box in 
the cutting machine so that ·power·wou.ld'be impressed on the drill whenever 
the cutt!:16 l:1achine nips were attac:'led to tho 1~an and trolley Vv"i:re; Cvi.1-
sequently the starting and ·stopping ·of the drill could be controlled only by 
attaching and detaching· the . nip of tl:le cutting . mac~ine. 
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. At some time previous to ·the explosion, alterations had _been made 
to the control panel of the cutting machine, .located inside an explosion-proof 
housing. These alterations were of such a nature as to render the machine 
nonpermissible; moreover, the control panel and explosion-proof enclosure 
were .left in such condition that ·e:,qJlosive gas could easily get into the en
closu,re and ignite from the operation of the contactors. Such an explosion 
occurring within the box could b~ easily trans~i~ed to the outside . 

. The alterations referred to consisted of the removal of the main 
cir·cult breaker from the control box, together with its reset shaft. This 
left the machine totally unprotected from over.load; .moreover, the hole 
through which the reset shaft previous.ly entered the box provided an opening 
through whtch an explosion, originating within the ·box, could be transmitted 
to the outsid~. The normal control circuit of the machine had also been 
altered. The original contro.l 1ine, leading from· the cutter-chain-motor 
push-button control to the contactor, had been burned off or disconnected and 
a smal.l two-coriductorcab.le, leading frorn the push-button control across the 
top of the machine, under the cover plates and into the·hole in the control 
box to the contactor relay that operates the cutter-chain motor, was substituted. 
There \Vas no pacldng gland provided where this cable entered the ~ontrol box 

· and there was arnple space in the opening around the cable for the transmission 
of flame. · · · 

The interior- of. the box showed indic.ations of previous tr·ouble. There 
was eVidence that rock dust had been used to put ouJ a fire in. the control 
box at some. pr(:!vious ·time: The contactors were covered with a thin layer 
of rock dust and there was a considerable accumulation of roe!<; dust on the 
floor of the box~ There was also evidence that the tvvo conductors of the 
main power circuit, at so.me time previous, had burned off .. These :::,_::_-_::.:·-.:.:.:~:_~-:: 
had been spliced by twisting the ends together· and were insulated with 
friction tape. An examination of these connections revealed that there had 
been recent' heating· and·fue _insulatio·n at the joints had burned off. These 
conductors coming in ·contact with each other would have caused a direct 
short circuit of the main power circuit and would have undoubtedly burned 
off or at least shown.the effect of.beading. There was some slight beading 
indicated but it is believed that this was caused when the cable originally 
burned off, before it was repaired. 

In addition to the hole in the top of the control box, there were three 
bolts missing 'from the ·bottom of the cover p.late and the clearance between 
the cover plate and the box was in excess of .008 of a:h inch. The machine 
had recently been in operation and was naturally warm. The faulty con
nections· in the box were probably riot..· Th~se :conditions would· promote rapid 
transpiration. of air betvJeen the inside- and the outside· of the box. If there 
was an explosive rrih.tire of methane a.11d air. on the outside of the box, it 
would be drawn ·rapidly in;to. the box: The normal ·operati'on of the electriC3.l 
contactors within the box would.ignite such a mixture and the resulting 
explosion could easily be transmitted to the· outside. · · 
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.· A careful study of the location and position of the bodies of the three 
men worldng in the No. 10 crosscut and of the location ~nd condition of the 
equipment, enabled the investigators to determine, with a fair degr.-ee of 
~ertainty, what t~ese men were doing at L1e instant the explosion occurred. 
The driller and the cutting-machine helper had finished drilling the last hole 
at the face. rhe driller probably remained at the face to hold the drill while 
the helper started back to rem.ove the machine nips from the trolley wire. 
Meanwhile, the cutting-machine operator was apparently preparing to tram 
the cutting machine back Jrom the face, preparatory to:-blasting. This would 
logically have been done before the he1per removed the nip from the trolley 
wire. With the driller holding the drill at the face, and· the helper on his way 
back to remove the nip, the cutter probably operated the control button to· 
start the tramn1ing motor~ It is believed that the resulting spark, or arc 
at the contactor within the ·control box ignited gas and the e4plosion was 
transmitted to the surrounding atmosphere through the hole in the top of the 
box anq '-e.1e excessive clearance at the lower edge of the cover plate .. 

• .,l 

'. The most po$itive evidence that the explosion originated at the control 
box of the cutting machine was ·Ure position of the sheet-metal rope and 
sheave guards, or shields; located imn1ediately above the control box and 
the pc.::;iti0i1 of the center cover plate. These sheet-meta.l guards were blown 
outward and bent into such position as to indicate that the explosion ca1ne 
from within the frame of the rnachine. The cover plate was up-ended and 
apparently slid down on the opposite side of the machine, further indicatinJ 
that the original burst of the explosion came from within the framework of 
the machine. ·A sketch showing the actual displacement of the top cover plate 
and side shields of the· -cutting machine located in No, 3 section is contained 

. in appendix "D'~ This· e·vidence leads the investigators to believe. that the 
explosion or.iginated in the control box of the Sullivan 7 A. U., cutting machine 
at No. 10 crosscut,. No. 3 heading, 3 left.· 

This. cutting machine was of a pe:rmissible type, bearing an approval 
plate of the Federal Bureau of Miries. A facsimile of the approval plate 
issued for the Sullivan 7 A. U. machine is shown in appendix "F" of this 

· report The caution statement on -this approval plate contains, in part, the 
fo 11 owing warning: 

9013 

Caution 

This equipment is not permissible except when used under 
the following conditions: 

1. General -safety: Frequent inspections must be made. 
AU electr.ical parts, including the trailing cable and the wiring, 
m1+st be k_ept in aj safe condition. There must be no openings into 
the casings of the• electrical parts. A permissible junction box 

.· must be used in connecting to power circuit unless connection 
is made in pure- intake air. · 
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2. Fastenirigs: All bolts, nuts, screvJS, and other means 
of fastening must be in p.lace, properly tightened and secured . 

. All screw covers must be kept locked or sealed. Only one key 
or sealing tool shall be available and it shall be in the care of 
an authorized person. 

Permissible equipment is intended to eliminate, from the face regions 
and return air currents, open arcs and sparks which constitute the most prolific 
source of gas ignition in coal mines. It is not intended that this equipment 
be operated in the presence of explosive gas but it is so designed that should 
explosive gas suddenly appear no ignition will occur, provided the equipment 
is maintained in a pe:tmissible co:1dition. The effectiveness of permissible 
equipment in preventing ignitions depends entirely upon how closely the 
warnings on the caution statement are followed. It is believed that if all of 
the equipment used in the face regions of this mine, including the gathering 
locomotives, were of the permissible type and this equipment had been 
maintained in a permissible condition and operated in a permissible manner, 
the disaster would not have occurred. It is probable that the gas would have 
been swept away by the ventilating current or would have been discovered 
before an ignition took place. 

Source of the Gas 

There are at least two possible sources of explosive gas indicated by 
the evidence. 

It is possible that the cutting machine, which had finished cutting the 
face of the No. 10 crosscut a few minutes before the explosion, or the drill 
may have cut into a small gas feeder, resulting in the .liberation of gas into 
the working place. 

Tests were made at the face of this place on May 14, 1942 with a \-✓ -8 
methane detector, previous to the complete restoration of ventilation, and 
'"' ~ ---- ___ ,_ -·-~-'-1-~-·-~ .. ,~~ .c, ___ ,,.,.,,;i V,Q".)~"' +1,-,0 rn"f On the fnllow1·nP- da\1 after V.U 1-'..,_;.J.. '-''-.i.•¥ _., _ _,......,_.......,_.J,,_ 1/Y"-"'- .._,_, __ .,.._." _,.......,,,:.,._ ,, ___ - .. --• __ . , _\. - ":": ~ , ,., 

ventilation had been restored, the place contained 0.15 percent methane near 
the roof and more than 5.0 percent in the boreholes. Officials of the company 
report that accumulations of gas have not been encountered in solid .work. 

Another possible source of t.11e gas• is from the pillared area adjacent 
to the solid place in which the cutting machine had finished cutting. 

Officials of the company assert that explosive gas has not been detected 
on the pillar falls along the pillar .line of No. 1 and No. 2 sections since the 
pii.i.a..L·~ilo (.,•.l!c.:. .;...~~VJ.J. ·,;;z..3 .::;t::.rtcc! in the:se se:ctions. The official State report 
book was kept in the assistant foreman's station on 1-1/2 right near the 
entrance to No. 3 section. This book could not be located following the 
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explosion and duplicate records of official examinations of working places 
were not maintained on the surface. The r.L1anagement informed the investi
gators that explosive gas was encountered along the pillar .lines of No. 2 
right. This section, of which No. 1-1/2 right pillar line is a continuation, has 
been vJorked out and abandoned. 

There is no doubt that the gob areas of the No.· 2 right section and 
the caved areas back of the pillar line of No. 1-1/2 right contained large 
bodies of explosive gas, as proved b~7 the fact that tl1e workings of Nos. 1, 2, 
and 3 sections of 1-1/ 2 right were filled with explosive gas fallowing the 
recovery operations, before t.11e ver..tilation was restored to normal, and 
explosive gas was ·detected in a working place near the l"eturn end of the 
pillar line on May 15, 1942, 3 days after the explosion, when the ventilation 
was restored to almost normal condition. There is no place that this gss could 
have come from except the caved areas back of the pillar line. 

The working place, No. 9 crosscut off No. 3 heading, which is adjacent 
to the working place in which the explosion originated, cut through into this 
worked-out and caved area at about 11:10 a.m. on the day of the explosion. 
This 1,vas about 3 hours and 15 minutes befo:-e the explosion occurred. By 
questioning the assistant mine fore man and section foreman of the preceding 
shift, the investigators were able to determine the location of the cutting and 
loading machines at the beginning of the Shift on which the explosion occurred 
and the number of cuts taken out fr om the tilne the shift started until the 

· explosion occurred. Knowing the location of the machines and the condition 
of the working places at the tirne of the explosion, a timetable was worked 
out that would indicate, with a fair degree of accuracy, the time each cut was 
made during the shift. The results of this study are shown in a diagram 
contained in appendix "E" of this report. The following conclusions were 
r'P~ rhr.>r-1 ::is ~ i"C>S11lt r.f thi~ imrpctiO"".lti n~• 

l. Thirteen cuts were made during the shift. 
2. The n1achine cut through into the caved area at about 11: 10 a.m., 

or 3 hours and 15 minutes before the explosion took place. 
3. The machine made two additional cuts in the place after it had 

cut through into the caved area. · . 
4. The machine had made one cut in the place in which the explosion 

originated, ear.lier in the day, and had completed the second cut in this 
place when the explosion occurred. 

5. The machine was probably in such condition that it would have 
ignited gas at any of the times it was in the place that was cut through to the 
caved area, if gas had been present. 

6. An unusual chain of circmnstances was necessary to permit gas 
to issue from the cut-through into the gob and find its way into the adjoining 
working place where the catting machine was located at the time of the 
explosion. 
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7. An interruption of the ventilation would relieve the pressure on 
the gobs and allow gas to flow from _the ope~ng and f1ood the working places. 

8. The .movement of the 'large 10-ton cars outby from the loading 
machine that was in the place at the tirp.e, would produce a. suction effect 
and greatly accele:tate the re.lease of gas from the gobs. 

9. The movement of the cars inby toward the loading machine would 
swirl the gas, accelerate its mixtu.te with air and force the mixture into 
openings leading to adjacent working places. ·· 

The map of the explqsion area,. app~ndix "B," shows the ventilation 
and the location of locomotives, cars, and other equipment at the time of the 
explosion. The se:'vice locomotivA in No. 1 left was in ·the act of shifting 
cars. From the conditio:1s observed· in this se·ction, it is apparent that the . 
locomotive crew had left an empty car under the boorri of the .loading machine, 
as is sometimes the practice, so t.'1at the machine could .load the car while 
the locomotive went out onto 1-1/2 right heading for more empty cars. 
Returning with three empty cars, the locomotive pushed the cars up to the 
loading machine, coupled onto_ the loaded car, pulled the .loaded car and the 
three empty ca.rs ont on the straight heading, and was in the act of pushing 
the trip into the lc;:i.ded car c).1ute when the explosion occurred. The next 
move of the .locomotive crew would have been to uncouple the load, pull out 
on the straight heading, and push the trip of three empty cars up to the 
loading machine ready to start to .load. The operation described in the 
foregoing procedure would have required the passage of the locomotive 
through the door on No. 1 left three times within the space of about 10 
minutes~ The indications are that the door was open at the time of the 
explosion. The door. was torn•off its hinges and deposited a short distance 
outby its original position but was not broken. The door frame was blown out. 
One of the cover plates of the 1ocomDtive was blown outby from the original 
location of the door. The inby edge of the door was coated with a deposit of 
..... "',rn un-,;1c, ,1.1.,,"'.,..,.., ;.,.. ~~;:~s evidence that this door v,as standing open at 
the instant of the explosion, _it is not known whether the do.or.was opened 
momentarily or whether it was left latched open for a perioq of 10 minutes. 
The latter could easily have been the case. · · 

The effect of the open door at No~ 1 .left would be to short-circuit the 
air from the No. 2 and No. 3 ·secti0ns. · This would relieve the air pressure 
on the pillar falls and allow the gas to issue. from the opening cut through into 
the gob, if gas v,ere present. 

In considering the circmnstances · that caused the gas to flow out of the 
caved areas, the inv·estigators acknov1ledge that the gas m·ay have been forced 
out of the gobs into the working pl~ces by a ·heavy fall back in the caved areas 
but there is no way to determine whether or not this may have occurred. 
The matter is mentioned here .. to indicate that it is the ooinion of the · .. 
investigators that t.11is explosion could have occurred without the ·air having 
been short-circuited. 
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EXTENT TO WHICH COAL DUST ENTERED IN"TO THE EXPLOSION 

The 1-1/2 right area, in which the explosion occurred, was dry and 
dusty and there were large accumulations of coal dust on roadways, the 
floors of trackless entries, and other openings. Water was not used to allay 
the dust at v:10rking faces and rock dust was used sparsely in active workings. 
·widespread coke deposits on tirnbers, equipment, and on the roof in many 
places throughout the explosion area, indicate that coal dust was extensively 
_involved in this explosion. · 

It is conceivable that had adequate safeguards been provided against 
the coal-dust explosion hazard by the use of water in face regions and the 
application of rock dust in sufficient quantities, many, or at least some, of 
the men who were killed would have escaped. 

STATE IN"SPECTORS' CONCLUSIONS 

There has been no official stateme.nt rnade by the VJ est Virginia 
Department of Mines .as to t.'1e cause of this explosion up to the date of the 
cornpletion of this r.eport. The representatives of the State who investigated 
this explosion concurred unofficially with the Federal investigators as to the 
origin and cause at the completion of the investigation. 

CORONER'S VERDICT 

The Monongalia County coroner's inquest into the cause of death of 
the victims of the exnlosion has not been held. It is understood that the 
coroner's inquest will be held _soon after the West Virginia Department of 
Mines has completed its report. 

SUivTI'JIARY OF EVIDENCE 

......... ,--<(. ~·:.::-.. • •• , at -. • ..._ • . .' 

1. Evidence indicates that the forces radiated from the No. 10 cross-
cut, No. 3 heading, 3 left. The forces were strongly outby on this heading 
and its parallels. 

· 2. The control box on the cutting machi~e in the No. 10 crosscut was 
in .such condition that 'it could easily ignite gas. 

3. ~/)~ ~sconstructiC'n cf +1::0 prC'~2.ble :T.c~1emer1t of the me:1 ill !'T0. !. 0 
crosscut indicates that a contactor within the control box was being operated 
at the time of the ignition. 

4. The condition in which the cutting machine was found indicates that 
a burst of pressure came from within the frame of the machine in the 
vicinity of the control box, bending the side shields outward and lifting the 
center cover plate off the top of the machine. 

5. The machine cut through into an abandoned, caved, pillared area 
in the 2.dj2~:2nt •.-.'cr~•jng p.12.ce about 3 hours and 15 minutes before the 
explosion occurred. 
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6. The working places in the 3 left section were filled with explosive 
gas on the day after the explosion occurred. 

7. The pillc.r line of the caved pillared area, that was cut into by the 
machine, was liberating methane at the rate of 46,656 cubic feet per 24 hours 
after the ventilation haa been restorca to normal out before the mine had 
rGsumed operation. 

8. The door at the entrance to 1 .left, upon wh7.ch the 3 .left section 
depended for ventU:1tion, w2,s 2.pparently open at t;:1e time of the explosion. 

9. A gathering locomotive and cars were shuttling back and forth in 
the No. G crosscut, recently cut through-into .the gob, immediately prior to 
and at the tin1e of the explosion. This would aid in the liberation of gas from 
the cut-through and would have the effect of. mixi:c::;; the gas with air and 
forcing it through the openings into adjacent work.i.ng places. 

10. Widespread deposits of coke, in large quantities, indicate that coal 
dust contributed greatly to the extent and violence of the explosion. · 

11. There was no evidence that any shqts were being fired anywhere in 
the explosion area at the time of the explosion .. 

12. \Vhile all of the permissible electrical equipment in the explosion 
area was fou..."'l.d to be in a nonpermissible condition, no evidence was found in 
the vicinity of any of this equipment, with the exception of the cutting machine 
in No. 3 section,. that would indicate that it may 1.1ave initiated t.11e explosion. 

PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE EXPLOSION 

It is the opinion of the Bureau of Mines· investigators that the explosion 
originated at the intersection of No. 10 crosscut, off No. 3 heading, 3rd left; 
and the No. 3 heading, 3rd left, by the ignition of explosive gas and was prop
agated throughout the affected area by gas and coal dust; that the gas came 
from a feeder or pocket in the face of the crosscut in which the explosion 
c:-igi!:.~t9d 0r from. 8.n 2.djacent workincs place that was cut through into a caved 
area on the shift on vvhich the e1:plosion occurred; and that the gas was ignited 
1-·- .-.,, ~-~~ --~ ~._...,,.,,. ~-,-,.-v·.-," r>r,-n-1-.-,,-,+,.., ... i1; H-,0 ••f'"'-nt-y,rJ hnv ,,f ~. nprry,is;=_;ihle-+·une 

cutting machine that had been rendered no11permissib.1e ana capau1t: u.1. 

igniting gas by a faulty repair job. 

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM 
THE CONDITIONS AS TEEY RELATE TO THIS EXPLOSION 

There are eight outstanding lessons to be learned from this explosion: 

1. Sudden and unusual liberations of explosive gas can occur in any 
coal mine; therefore,· all coal mines should be so developed and operated that 
if and when such liberations of gas do occur, no ignition sources will be 
present. 

2. The use of perrnissible-type mining equipment does not afford 
protection against the ignition of gas un1ess such equipment is maintained 
and operated. in a permissible manner in accordance with the caution statements - . 

on the permissible labels. 



3. Failure to provide effective bleeder systems permit8 the ac
cumulation of explosive gas in worked-out caved areas. Such accumulations 
may be liberated into working places by derangement of the ventilation or may 
be forced out into live workings by extensive falls of rock. 

4. Coal-mine ventilating systems must be so designed that interrup
tions of the ventilating current, with consequent relief of pressure on caved 
areas, cannot occur. To place reliance for continuous ventilation on a 
sing.l~ mine door equipped with a latch, or on a sing.le source of power for 
the fan, involves too great a risk. . 

5. Propagation of explosions by coal dust cannot be prevented unless 
all openings are adequately rock ... dusted close to the worldng faces and the 
face regions are. kept wet. The rock-dusting of haulage entries only, aifords 
practically no protection against the propagation of a coal-dust explosion 
throughout the mine. 

6. Ele_ctrical equipment, whether permissible or not, must not be 
taken into any place if there is gas present in sufficient quantities to be 
detected with a flame safety lamp. This explosion emphasizes the necessity 
for closer inspection of working places for gas by competent supervisors 
before electrical equipment is taken to the working.faces .. Special vigilance 
must be maintained when places are cut through to gobs or other worked-out, 
abandoned areas. 

7. The difficulty of locating and identifying bodies following the 
explosion makes clear the necessity for a positive check-in-and-out system, 
with a requirement that all employees carry a positive means of identifica-
tion on their person at a.ll times while underground. · 

8. The explosion could have been prevented without wide departure 
from present mining methods, conditions, and practices, particularly with 
reference to the maintenance and use of permissible electrical equipment, 
proper ventilation, and adequate inspections. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are made in the belief that their adop
ti0n will materially lessen tlie chances of an explosion occurring in this mine 
in the future. 

Ventilation and Gas 

1. The ventilation system of the mine should be redesigned so that 
each mechanical section or unit will be ventilated with a separate split of 
pure intake air. 

2. Splitting of the air should be accompiished· by means of overcasts, 
substantially constructed of incombustible rm terial. 

3. Doors should not be used to control the ventilation except where 
absolutely necessary. 

4. Where it is necessary to use doors to control the ventilation, they 
. should be erected in pairs to form an air lock between them so that when 
one door is open the other, having the sanie effect on the ventilating current, 
can remain closed. 



5. Doors should not be provided with latches or other devices tc~ 
hold them open. . 

6. Provision should be made in the "T2ritilating system for effective 
bleeder openings into worked-out caved are2.s, so that these areas will be 
kept as free as possible from accun1t!.lations: of explosive gas and a positive 
pressure will be maintained continuously along th0 ptllar lines. 

7. Stoppings on producing entries should be t;cghtly constructed of 
incombustible .material. · 

8. The ventilating current should be checked close to the pillar lines 
so that no less th2.n 6,000 cubic feet of air per minute can be measured in 
the last open crosscut of each heading, .· · · 

· 9. A qualifi8cl fore~nan, certified_ by the V✓e<:t Virginia Department of 
Mines, should be placed in charge of eacl:i mechan:./!al section or unit. 

10. The section foren1ari should be requi'red to examine each working 
place for explosive gas immediately before any electrical equipment is 
taken beyond the last open crosscut in such working place .. No electrical 
equipment should be kept iJ:1 any vJorking place more than 15 n1inutes unless 
a reexamination of .the place is made by the section f oten1an. 

11. All working places and all places adjacent to working places, 
including openings leading to• caved areas, should be examined fer gas by a 
certified mine official not more than 3 hours ·before any shift enters the mine. 

12. The section foreman, or other certified official authorized to 
examilie working places, should be required to enter a report in the State 
record book of all dangers found. · If the record book is kept underground the 
official should be required to enter ·a duplicate report in a duplicate record 
book on the surface at the end of his shift. 

13. When explosive gas is found 1n any working place or plac-3s in a 
mechanical section, the section should be "dangered off" and the power cut 
off from the section. Power should not be restored to the section until after the 
P-as has heen removed. 

14. Two independent sources of power, immediately applicable, should 
be provided at the mine fan. 

15. The fan should be provided with a device that will give visual and 
audible warning to the fan attendant, or ot.rier responsible persor:, -..11hen the 
fan is not operating normally. 

16. An automatic relay device should be· provided that will cut the 
power off from the mine in the event the fan fails to operate nor~'1ally. 

1 7. The pressure-relief door on the fan should be made operative by 
the substitution of fastenings made of easily ruptured metal, instead of steel 
h01ts. 

Electricity 

1. Trolley vvires and bare feeder wires should not be inst:..llisd in the 
mine in other than pure intake air,. "purr2 intake air" being defi::ee! as (~) air 
which has not passed through or by any inactive workings and (b) air w:Jch 
has· not passed through or by any L'1active \vorkings, unless these are SC:8.led 
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effectively, and (c) air which is free from poisonous gas and by analysis 
contains not less than 20 percent oxygen (dry basis) and not over 0.05 per
cent inflammable gas; nor should they be installed past open rooms or 
crosscuts, whether working or abandoned, or in entries or other workings 
which act as returns for open active or inactive workings. 

2. All electrical equipment used at or near the face of the workings, 
such as mining machines, loading machines, drills, and pumps, should be 
of the permissible type and this equipment should be maintained in a per
missible condition. Such equipment should be operated and maintained in 

. accordance with the instructions contained in· the caution statements of the 
approval plates. 

3. All electrical equipment used 'in face regions should obtain power 
through fused nips located in pure intake air or through permissible junction 
boxes in other than pure intake air. 

4. Gathering and haulage.locomotives, when operated in other than 
pure intake air, should be of a permissible type. 

5. If the use. of cable-reel locomotives for gathering purposes is 
continued, the motors, controllers, resistance units, and all other electric 
parts should be enclosed in flameproof housings and two-conductor cables 
should be used to supply power to the .locomotives. 

6. When ·trailing. cables fail or become damaged, they should be 
replaced by standby cables and the defective cab.le should be taken to the 
repair shop to be repaired. Only vulcanized splices should be used . 

. 7. Where track is used for the return circuit of any electrical equip
ment, including gathering locomotives, .both rails shmµ.d be well bonded at 
every j.oint and they should be cross -bonded. at least every 200 feet. 

8. All permissible electrical equipment should be inspected daily 
by a competent person who should be required to make a written report on 
the condition of such equipment. It should be the duty of the person making 
the inspections to see that (a) such equipment is maintained in a permissible 
condition, and (b) that it is not used in a nonpermissible manner. 

9. All major repairs to electrical equipment and alfrepairs that 
involve the opening of explosionproof enclosures should be made in the 
machine shop. 

Dust 

· 1. Provision should be rriade to apply water on the cutter bars of all 
mining machines, or to spray the dust as it emerges from the kerf, and the 
coal cuttings should be kept wet as the cutting is being done. 

2. All working places should be thoroughly wetted with water in the 
~-__,:, :.~:;:~·::.: ~~~~"'- ~ ~--~=-~ ·:::-::.." ~lasti:--~. 

• ·3. Water should be,applied to the coal as it is being.loaded by t}le. 
loading machines. 

4~ The tops of loaded cars should be thoroughly wetted in the working 
places to avoid the distribution of coal dust along haulage roads. 
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t,. The coal face and the working place 40 feet therr::frnm should be 
kept free of coaJ dust by the use of water. 

.u ,..iW, 

6. Haulage entries and working places should be kept clear.ed up and 
free from spilled coal and er.al dust. 

'7. Rock dust should be applied to every mine surface, on haulage 
entries, return· airvJays, crosscuts, and pillar worldngs, to within 40 feet of 
the workinc faces. 

8. Tlie rock dust should be applied to the roof, ribs, floors, timbers, 
and other· mine surfaces in such quantities that the incombustible content 
of the dust will not be less than 65 percent. If gas is present in the air 
current, 1 percent o:;: additional rock dust should be applied for each 1/10 
percent of gas. 

G. Dust samples should be collected at frequ.ent interv~ls, at repre
sentative points in t.'-1e mL1e, to maintain a check on the ccndition of the dust 
as to explosibility. Redusting should be done ·before the incombu::;tible con
tent falls below the limit stated irl tl1e preceding recommendation. 

10. Return airways, track:ess eatries, and other openings that have 
not previously been c:ea:ied, should be cleaned of fine coal du:::.t before rock 
dust is applied. 

11. Pr9\·isiori .shculd be made in stoppings between intake and return 
air'l.vays to convey rock dust into the trackless entries oy means of the hose 
of a high-pressure rock-dusting machine· or other adequate method. Air
tight trap doors or capped :pipes in the stoppings are suggested if a high
pressure rock-dusting n1achina is used. 

Ex:plosives and Blasting 

1. All shots should be charged, stemmed, a.nd fired by competent 
shot-firers ·who have been trained in the proper use of axplosives and who 
are familiar with the use of the flame safety lamp in testing for gas. 

2. In the absence of a State system of certificati'Jn for Ghat-firers, 
the company sn.ould establish some system of qualifyi!:5 men for this 
position. 

3. No borehole should be charged or fired in any working place if gas 
is present in sufficient qu.antity to be detected with a f:2.r.:1e su£ety .lamp. 

4:. :Sach borehcle should be charged ~nd fired bs::::::re o. :.;ub.:::;equent hole 
is charged. · , 

5. Explosives should not be taken to the face of 2 .. r1y working place 
while electrical equipment is in the place. 

6. Explosives-storage boxes should be kept 1.ocl-:-=j• 1'::,;y:.:; to these 
boxes should be carried by authorized persons only . 

• J 

General 

1. A record should be kept in a safe and quickly icces~ible olace on .. ... 
the surface, which wUl show the time ½hen each persc::. g--:-es into and comes 
out of the mine; and which will also show, insofar as prs.cticable, where he 
may be found while in the mine. 
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2. Each undergrour1d employee should be required to carry on his 
person, at all tir:ri.es while undere-round, a brass check or other means of 
identification. 

3. Carbon-dioxide fire extinguishers.should be installed on all loco.
motives, cutting machines, loading machines, and at all underground pumps. 

4. A supply of rock dust for fire-fighting purposes should be kept 
on both sides of all mine doors and at all foremen's stations underground. 

5. A definite mining plan for development work and pillar extraction 
should be adopted and followed so that a continuous ·fracture line may be 
maintained throughout each working area. 
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\, 

APPROVED: 

J. J. FORBES, Chief 
Coal Mine Inspection Division 

9013 

D. HARRlliGTON, Chief 
Health and Safety Bl'anch 

Res·pectfully submitted; 

M. J. ANKENY 
Senior Mining Engineer 

. J. W. P,ERO . 
,'.:-··:.Assistant Mining.Engineer 

A.K.BLOOM 
Associate ·coal Mine· Inspector 

R.·W. STAHL 
Coal Mine Inspector 
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